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Local strength in the sense of "fracture-strength" of welded structures
is dependent on:

The type of loading.
(Static strength; dynamic strength: fatigue and impact).

The temperature.
(Ductile -' brittle behaviour).

The environment.
(Corrosion fatigue).

The geometry of the structure.
(Stress/strain concentration, state of stress (macro-micro)).

The size, typenumber and orientation of defects.

The quality of the material in the weld zones.

The presence of residual stresses.

Indirectly local strength depends on the extent, thoroughness and
reliability of non-destructive testing and material control.
The link between testing and the foregoing items a to g has to be
made by "fracture mechanics" embedded in a sound phi2osophical base.

Aspects nre: - Fail safe -- safe life.
(Crack initiation, - propagation, arresting,
significance of defects, fitness for purpose).

1)angcr of fatigue for brittle fracture.

- Fatigue calculations for service loading.
(Influnce of nican stresses, overloads, corrbination
of high and low frequency stresses, residual stresses,
crack closure, cathodic protection).

- high strength - low strength steels.

- Influence of high-heat input welding on toughness of
fine grain steels.

- Hot-straining enibrittlement at intersections of welds.

- Strength of flame-cut edges.
Evaluation of acceptance tests.
(Charpy, C.O.D., D.W.T., Robertson, Wells wide plate).

- Lamellar tearing.

WEGEMT
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LOCAL STRENCTIl ANALYSIS



PART I: FATIGUE

1. Introduction

Design in connection to cracking and fracture of structures should:
a - be a fully integrated process. For instance the loading parameters and

the permissible values of stress, strain and crack length should not be
treated separately as they are interdependent. This will be made more
clear in sections 2 and 3.

b - be a process in which every step must he defined in statistical terms
(probabilities, confidence limits). This is not purely a consequence
of the unavoidable statistical description of sea-induced loads, but
also of the not exactly to define - "capability" of structures and
of weàknesses in theories and suppositions.

c - be 100% realistic. This means that it should not deal with models, made
of homogeneous, isotropic., ideally elastic materials, but with man-made.,

- welded constructions, containing misaiignments, defects, residual
stresses and locally damaged (embrittled) materials. (Figures 1, 2, 3).
In this connection it is emphasized that defects are always present in
welded structures and that these defects have to be looked upon. as
cracks. The cansequence is that design for fatigue consists of calcula-
tions for crack-growth.

d - include parameters playing a role in- destructive and nondestructive
testing. The more sophisticated the control of construction methods
and materials is, the closer the designer may reduce. his margins of
safety.

e - consider the whole "environment" as "loading", including corrosive-
action, low temperatures and eventually possibilities of inspectióa
and reparation.

f - incorporate finite-element calculations combined with fracture-median-
ics For instance, what we like to know is how the stiess field at toe
most critical points depends on the length, depth and orientation of
local cracks, and what is the influence of coinbinations of loèaÏ axial
'and bending defoimations in' triaxial strss conditions.

A practical observation is that incres.ing the accurac' of the best. part of
an analysis from for instance 90% to 95% often mcañs at least doubling the
relevant effort. When the extra quantity of work involved would have been
put into weaker parts of the problem, the overall reliability of the design
analysis might have been improved a lot, more.
Uneconomical and time-consuming approaches occur everywhere in the design
procedure. For instance there exist sophisticated fatigue-calculations of
which the reliability isnot better than that of very straight-forward
simple approaches1 The main fault in the sophisticated methods is that para-
meters which cannt be put in statistical figures are either left out from
the calculation or - just the opposite - taken into account in ä completely
"overdone" way. It will be seen that "crack closure"is one example.
Another one is, that all'kinds of load aspects are considered to be "random",
while they are nOt or only in a weak sense (fig 2c). Perhaps the main one
is the use of Miner's rule for unsteady loading ins.tead of methods for cal-
culatingcrack" growth. .

On the other hand there are a number of fortunate factors., of which advan-
tage can 'be taken in fatigue calculations, (see fig. 4). Point 4b is ilius-
trated in figures 5, 6 and 7. It is shown' that cyclic stress data for struc-
tural discontjnujties can also be obtained with the aid of strain gauges at
critical points. T.his method has the advantage that the combined effect of
the external load components becomes known. In fig. 7 it can be seen that
the endurance of relatively complicated structures such as conservative
tanker longitudinals correlates rather well, with that of simpler models if,
plotted on the basis of local strains. When it is realised that the stress
state in the different types of specimens was very different, the result is
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satisfying; it could hardly be improved by applying fracture mechanics,.
(see section 5). Of .course the correlations have been obtained for constant
amplitude loading, but it is not unreasonable to expect similarly good re-
sults for service-conforming ].oading. Favourable experiences with strain
gauges have also been reported by Gassner and Ilaibach /23/.

2. State of affairs

2.1. Historical .

For many years shipbuilders have shown little interest in fatigue problems.
In 1962 Yuille succeeded in bringing the matter to the surface with a per-
tinent RINA paper /9/. The essence of his reasoning was: 'Do fatigue cracks
develop in ships or not? If not, it has no sense to measure ail wave-induced
stresses. For then only the highest absolute values of stress are of inter-
est in connection with the strength of ships'.'

With the aid of fig. ß Yuilie tried to demonstrate that indeed ships are not
'in danger of fatigue. It does not invalidate the great merits of his paper
when it is said that the figure was not absolutely convincing. The load data
belonged to the 'OCEAN VULCAN' , being a ship of rather conservative design.
The fatigue test data were not very accurate. (This was not Yuille's fault.
Only very few data on the fatigue behaviour of structures were available).
Yuiiie's argument that in the 'OCEAN VULCAN' fatigue cracks had never devel-
oped, was offset by Vedeler's information /10/. Once 129 cracks had been ob-
served in a 4 year old tanker.

In order to clarify 'the matterNibbering /11/ made use of Bennet's data on
longitudinal wave'bending of two fast drycargo' ships, the CANADA (9085 tonS
dwt; 19'5 knots) and..the.MINESOTA(726O'tons; 19 knots), /1.3/, /141.
He corrected the frequencydistríbu'tiowof"tbe longitudinal wave bending
stresses for:

slamming and whipping, (see fig. 18);
changes in temperature and loading 'condition;
' 'changes in water pressure 'on .thc bottom;'

influence of corrosion;
actual peak to peak values, ('see'f'ig'. l'lì).

He also converted the cumulative frequency distribution into a line each
point of which represented the complete load history of the ships. For these
fast ships the corréction for slamming proved to be very important, (fig. 11).

At that time the first results of axial fatigue experiments with mild steel
tanker longitudinals had become available. When they were compared with the
deck 'fatigue loading line', (fig. 11), it was evident that fatigue cracks
might occur. Yet the outcome was not too pessimistic., for the structures test-
ed incorporated severe discontinuities (fig. 1.2); and even with these only

small cracks could develop.

The type of presentation in fig. 11 becomes far more complicated when it
concerns structures such as the hatch corners of modern ships. For these.,
'the vetical longitudinal wave bending is no more the dominant type of load-
ing.

Torsion, horizontal bending and transvérse loads have become equairy impor-
tant. When static strength is considered it is logical to look for the most
unfavourable combination of the various load components. But fór fatigue
strength t'he number of times that various possible combinations occur is
important These frequency distributions are difficult to estimate The
reader is referred to work of Heek and co-workers /2/ and a, paper of AltE /22/ -

for more information. ' - .

Wave induced stresses in ships are co'mnonly presented as cumulative frequency
distributions (f igures 8, 11). This may be the most convnient way for load
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e.xperts, but it is certainly not what fatigue. experts prefer. Figures 18 and
10 illustrate two relevant aspects. Another, the influence o. hanes of
mean stresses (still water stresses) is equally important, (see sections 3, 4).
Apart from this, fatigue specialists 'tre still in djfiicij]ties when asked to
predict the fatigue behaviour oE a ship 'fo; which frequency d'itributions of
loads are available.

The method of fig. 11 is primitive.. Somewhat better is a rule such as that
due to Palmgren-Miner for estimating the fatigue life' of a ship with the aid
of results of constant load tests.. Others rely upon results.of programmed
load tests, while the more pessimistic require service-conforming loading
preferably with protótypes . .

2.2. The crack initiation-jroflaation.dilemma ., r',

In ships there aie hundreds of kilometres of welds and many thous'inds of weld
crossings. Although non-destructive.testina is widely, applied, weld defects
will nevertheless be present in ships. Some'will be toà tifnall to detect;
others escape notice because of their.unfavourable position and. orientation.
Nanydefects are sharp notches. When locally the cyclic stresses, are. high
enough, fatigue cracks wil.l .often start growing after a: relativelysmall
number of cycles. In l:he structural'.specimensof. fig.. '7 at 201) N/mm2.a crack
started after'1600 cycles, reached a length of 4 mm after 8500 cycles.and
20mm after 20,000 cycles. In mechanically notched plat'es al mm crack de-
veloped after 8000 cycles and a 21) min one after 4O0OO cycles. The grOwth.
from I to' 20.nmi took 32,000 cycles.. The logarithm's of 40,1)0,0 and

practically equal: 46 and 45. Consequently neglection of the;'number of,.
cycles necessary for the initiation of the crack hardly influences the posi-
tion of the Whler-curves for 20mm crack length. ' ''
From the forcgoing the conclusion miy be drawn that for slnpbuildìng, c/pc-
rimental data about the resistance of structures to crack prOpagation'areQ,,,,.,.
primary intelest The adv"tnlage of neglecting the initiation time is that th.
influence of a nUmber of difficult-to-grasp paramet'ers is excluded .(scatter .....

Furthermore calculations of crack growth under constant and variable cy,ciic . H

load condition" can be made with more confic1ence than the cìlculpt"on of life
time up to crack initiation. For many it will be attractive that such' n ap-
proach is on the safe side.

it should be emphasized th'at'the 'approach'is 'only advocated for'struptural
details which are frequently found in ships. For these, expensive.and time-
consuming mèasuires ìn"ord'er'toin'crease-t'he" resistance -to crack. initiation... -

will generally not be justified. But for str.uctural.details which are not
numerous such as. hatóh corners of containerships and bulk carriers, measures
to improve the fatigue strength pay greatly. - . .

High quality welding and" pot-weld treatments ma result' in cönsiderãbie
benefits'. One need not only consider grinding and planing. Undercûts.áre also
highly improved by TIC-welding or by peening, see Hotta ìt al.' /15/; Kariazawa

's /20/'; Gurney '/17/ and Reemsnyder /18/. Takahashi /16/ observed, an'íncrease in
fatigue strength of submerged arc welds from 160 to 320 N/mm2 (repeated load-
'ing) due' to TIG-wel'ding of the ,under.cuts. Harrison 'et al. /19/ f ound:an in-
crease from 110 to 260 N/mm2. Deep grinding proved to be far more expensive
than peening and TIC-welding.

Sometimes it is wrongly stated that: these impTovements. have little- effect.
The argument that for'welded' redundant structures..such»as ships. 90% of the
fatigue life 'of a structural' detail consists' of crack propagation is. only

"true in the 'case ôf.'every day workmanship'. Figure 'l'1gives:an'idea-of" how
much may be gained 5by'machining 'of butt welds. A 'most successful approach is
to improve the enthirance limit so much tha't cracks simply are,.not.able to
initiate, then double amplitudes of stress in the order of magnitude of
200 N/mm2 (repeated loading) may be toleiated millions of times instead of
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a few 100,000 times. It makes the difference between no cracking during the
ship's lifetime or cracking 'after one year Ships. of th first type (with
excellent structural details) should be 'considered as 'safe-life' structures.
For when, despite great are a crack starts aftermany year, it will pro-
pagate quickly. The cause is that the material in the line of the crack path
will have beendarnaged by the previous large nuiuber of load cycles.(See also

- fio. 21a).
This contrasts with the case.when cracks start early in the lifetime. Phen
the surrounding material is still relatively sound and the crack propagates
slowly. It can be detected in tinte and repaired; the structure is 'fail-safe'.
Apart from this, it is a. general rule that the milder the stress concentration
in a structure, the smaller the number ofcycles for crack propagation will
be in relation to total lifetime and vice versa. If the bar discussed pre-
viously had a semi-circular notch instead of a saw-cut, a crack would only
have started after some 70;000cycles. The growth from I to 20 iran would have
taken less than 32,000 cycles making at the maximum 1í)2,Oflfl cycles in total.
Only 33% of this number häs been spent for propagation, while for the sharply
notched bar it was 32,000 40,000 80%.

2.3. 9_p
For stationary states of the sea the quasi-static stresses (peak-trough) con-
form well. to the Rayleigh-distribution. The Rayleigh-parame1er E is equal to
8 times the area of the stress spectrum (E the R.N.S.. of the stress-ranges).

Neglecting for a wliiie the vibratory-stresses, we may estimate the cyclic
loading of a maritime structure as follows:
a. Define representative sea-states for the route concerned all over the year

with the aid of. oceanographer's books.
In order to keep things simple these sea-states.are sometimes characterized
only. by.- the R.M.S.--values of the wave ampli.tudesor heights.. ft will be
Clear. that the shape of the wave-spectrum, and articularly the position
of the peak relative to the peak(s) of the R.A.O.-spectrutn determines to a
large extent the resulting stress spectrum. This can be taken into accoont
by introducing first. and higher moments of the-spectraicurves.. 'Btit.the
use of one- or to 'staadardshapes and a few different .positions øf . it in
horizontal direction maygive-suffi.ïently accurate results . lt iTas no

sense to .differentiate veryfar. More 'important ±s' to- dispose of 'rcliab'ie'
figures about the probability of occurrence of the spectra.

b The multiplication of wave-- and R.A.0.--spectra gives stress spectra. Eight
times the area of these spectra is equal to the R.M.S..-value of the stress
ranges. All R.M.S.-values for .the whole life of the structure will have a
frequency of occurrence. more or less conforming to known statistical d'is-
tribu.tions (Gauss, Weibull etc.). Then the same is true for the frequency
distrlbutión' of the stress ranges themselves.

c. Sò far things have had nothing to do with. fatigue.
The commonly made next step is now to use Miner's rule for calculating the
fatigue--iif-e ( n/N' = 1), (fig.. 13).

The first problem then is that the stresses obtained in the foregoing are
'nominal stresses'. These might be used in fatigue-calculations but only
when fatigue-curves .(Whler, S--N) are available for the joints for which
we like to know the fatigue-life. If not, 'hot-spot' stresses have to be
calculated,, or measured at structüral models or real structures with
strain gauges. Then these stress-values may be used in connection to
fatigue-data for butt-welds, fillet-welds etc. to be found in the li:ter-
ature.

One should not have the illusion that the answer obtained has.a high accuracy.
Sometimes it will be much on the safe 'side, in others unsafe. The weaknesses
are particularly present oñ the loading' side and on the s.ide of the fatigue-
life calculation. Yet it is verywell pcssible to improve the calculatiOn
process essentially without making it too complicated. The rough rule of
Palingren-Miner.can be dismissed and load data and fatigue calculations can
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be more logically connectedin crack growth calculationsstarting frbm
N.D.T.-determined defect :lengths,(fig. 21). This is notnew; many experts
ali over the world favour that.. approach.. . In this method the influence of the
sequence of loading can. largely be incorporated. but fig. 21a. shows a problem.
In this connection it should be realized. that wave. induced stresses are not
purely random. This becomes clear when representative wave spectra are
studied over the year. Heavy storms occur particularly inauturnn and winter
and less in summer Temperature stresses change from day to night and are
most severe in spring and summer. Also -' looking dáily - theydepend largely
on the position of the sun. In the North Sea storms mostly come from western
directions. Contraryto typhoons, they grow gradually in strength arid die
out similarly. Tide streams aré very regula (fig. 19).

. Some of these aspects of loading are very low-frequent and as suçh determine
the level of mean stresses. Now in connection tornean stresses the- commonly
hold opinion is that they hardly need to enter in fatigue-calcuLations (fig.
1.4) . The argument is that in welded struçtures there exist residual -stesses
of yield point magnitude. Due to that the average level of the stresses is
supposed to be above zero. (If so, when Miner's rule is usedit would.be
reasonableto take fatigue data obtained for repeated Ïoadin(R O)).

This line of thinking is niore or less right for. hypothetical. structures sub-
jected to constant amplitude, constant mean-stress loading. Bt even then
it is conservative. For only as long as cracks are small, their tips.will be
within the residual stress field. At greater lengths'they leave thatfield
and propagate under conditions mainly determined by the extérnal .loàding.
Apart from that, the presenceof à crack will causelôcal re1.ifof thé:re-
sidual stresses. .

:

Inmarine structures the loading is neither constant airpiitude nor coant
mean stress. Early in tue life of a structure' stQmy weather may occur
during which the sum of the cyclic (quasi-static) stresses, vibratory st:ress:.
es and mean stress mayapproach the yield point, leading to yielding at
'hot spots?, (fig. 15, 16). This will relieve the reiduaI stresses 1.igc1y.
Moreover when cracks are already present, local yielding at a crack tip
creates a zone in which in the unloaded condition compressive stresses. are
present..O,nthewholrhe situation improves drastically. Perhaps most:.im-»
portant o ali is that in the absence of residual. stresses .ncw.par,s of
-c.r.acks..i.lhe able to close during the dámpressive part of the loading
cyLles What this me sftThFrefatigue-lifeis illustrated in fi 17

IL sho s that after cc ick foimition it i' no lon3ei. the i ange of tet?s
es (double amplitude), which is responsible for crack growth, but the tensile
part of the cycle. This is alreidy valid for cracks of 5 mmih length. It
should be realized that extreme comprs sive loads will only. reduce. 'slightly
the foregoing favouràbie inf1uences,, just because of the ,phenomenon.o crack
closure. . - -

There are other arguments for nt neglecting mean stresses,-and changes and
sequences of these. Figure 18 shows in a simplified form what mayhippen
dur.ing24 hours. V:i.hratory st-res,ses add.tp the fatigue-damage. iitwp ways:
they increase the number. of cyclic stresses, and they enlarge appreciably
the range of the quasi-static stresses. In ships the latter is, far more, im-
portant tian the former. In.offshore structures it may be different,

3. Shortcomings of Miner's rul.e - -.

In section 2 emphasi's-.ha.s,ben. laid, on the non-random character.of: sea-in-
dsced loads; -. particuiarly for. the. aspect of. sequence of: loads. - 'and on the
importance of changes -of. mean stress. .whic.h.may occur. ,

.

The presLnL section ill show that when us1'Ig 1inei's rule these influinces
calinôt properly be taken iñto ccoiiit.



3.1. Shifts of mean stress
Figure 19 gives an idea of progressive simplifications of service loads.
The value of.each simplification iù connec on to fatigue-life predictions
will be discussed later. Here the lower paft of the figure serves as an
introduction to figures 20 ancl22.
From the viewpoint of Miner's rule figures 20-I and .20-II are identical.
They both, lead to the same fatigue-damage. But, when crack-growth calcula-
tions are carried out,. the two 'programmes' lead to entirely different re-
sult's. This can be easily understood from the. relation da/.dn = C.(K) , (fig.
21) f For repeated loading A( 0./ira. applies (for central through cracks in
axially loaded plates). When cracks are absent or very small it also- applies
-to alternating loading., but in case of cracks langer than a few mm's.

'AK -/Tra should be used as a consequence of crack closure during compression.

When applying first repeated loading (fig. 20-II) and taking m = 4 (for con-
venience) we get da/dn o4.a2. During the following 'alternating loading,
da/dri drops to (a/2)".a2. During this stage a will be larger than during the
first stage. But as O is reduced to u/2, da/dn is much smaller than during
the first phase.
When the experiment starts with alternating loading (fig. 20-TI), there is
hardly any crack closure effect because initially there is no c-rack. Thus
da/dì a'a2 as for repeated loading.
For one actual case the calculations resulted in: -- 3 + 15 = 1.8 mm (fig. 20-II)'

- 4 + 21 = 25 mm (fig. 2OI)..

2. Sequenceof loads
Another case. ',..'h.ch is not accounted for in calculations with Miner's rule is
shown in fig. 22. When A is bei.ow the fatigue limit of. the structure.. coucern
ed, it does not give rise to crack ex-tension (A/ira < K fat'igue..ii.mit;i
initiai. efec-L iengi:h). So, in th. situation of fig. 22J--.-r.ack gowtLcmn -

only tak' piace when B is worki (02/ira > K fatigue limit)
In fi:. 22-.IT. B causes the' same-amount of craking as in fig. 22-I. But after
that A may add to the crack extension. This will be so when A/ff(clefect + crack)
is grc.tter thin K fatigue limit,.

InfLuence of yie].d point
iitud

As long ago as 1949 Weck /24/ stated that trying to improve the fatigue
strength of welded structures by the use of higher strength steels is fruit-
less. :nny references can be cited which confirm this statement, but there
are also many which are more optimistic.
Figure 23 from /25/ by Muri-se aiicI La Motte Grover illustrates the situation.
For 2 X lOO cycles the upper line is even too optimistic. When the single
r2sult at 35 KSI and 110 KSI UTS is neglected, all data fall between 16 and
28 KS.[. This is about the scatter width for mild steel. For i05 cycles the
picture is clearLy better.
Gurney /17/ found little or no advantage for lOhigher strength steels with
-UTS from 430 to 750 N/mis2 when used for non-load catrying fillet welds,
(pulsating tension).
Fisher et al. /26/ carried out nearly 400 bending tests on welded beams for
3 grades f steel. He concluded that ..'seels with yield points between 250
and 700 N/mm2 did not exhibit, a'ny significant. difference in fatigue strengths'.
what is the reason that an- increase in static strength is not accompanied by
an increase in cyclic strength? (See figures 24 and 25). At the tip o.f a
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fatigue crack, cyclic eiastic + plastic straining occurs. As. a first approxima-
tion the plastic deformation energy.per cycle, beingthe productof local
stress and plastic strain, may.be thoughtto be responsibIe.forthefatjgue
damage of the material at the, crack, tip. Comparingsteels of different

.
strengths the local stresses will be higher and the local plastic strains
smaller, the stronger the steel. The product ofbothwill be more or less the
same, independent of yield point (strain energy history per cycle) The ;cap-
acity of various steelsfor absorbing cyclicdeformation énergy is also more
or less constant, since a high strength steelhas a loweductility than a low
strength steel.. As both energy history per cycle 'and capacity are more or less.
independent of yield point, the' same will apply to the number of cycles to
cracking. . '

In welded structures the residual stresses must' also be considered. They will
be higher the higher the yield point. This may have 'anadverse effect, especi-
alily in the early stages of crack development. A final aspect is that the
welding of higher strength steels requires more care than that of mild steel.
In this connection Harrison /19/ may be quoted: 'Small sharp defects át the
weld periphery, derived from the welding slag (slag intrusions), are respons-
ible for the low fatigue strength of high-yiéld steels', (see also/29/,).

Figure 26 shows results obtained in Germany. There is a distinct advantage for
St. 52 gr. DH36 at high stresses for both P min/P max 0 and -1. Above some
500,000 cycles St.. 42 gr. A behaves better. The Gérman results are for full
fracture of the specimens. In Belgium crack growth was recorded which 'made it
possible to construct .Wdhler curves for various crack lengths. They have been
corrected for the restricted width of the specimens in order to make them
directly of use for ships. Both for 1 mm and 20 mm crack length the tendency
is similar to that of the German experiments although definitely' less pronounc-
ed. Taking all the Belgian results together there remairs fittle advantage for
St. 52 DH36, (figure 17).

The results of French experiments were even more pessimistic. No differenèe,
has been found between st. 42 gr. A and St. 52 gr. DH36. This applies Lo thé
results for small and large cracks and to P mi.n/P max O and -. Dutch results
were better, especially for greater crack lengths. The specimens were much
larger and more 'structural' than those used in France, (fig. 27-28).

Therefore it is believed that taking all the results together, a 10 td 15%
advant-age.maybeob,tained by using Fe 510. But this is only true for constant
amplitude - constant mean stress loh-

4.2. Influence of mean stresses and random loading
=

Many experts hold the opinion that for welded structures the range (or double
ampliud) of cyclic loading determines the fatigue behavioiir; he mean stress-
es are thought to be of small importance. This is related' to the presence of
residual stresses of yield point magnitude. The upper peak of, the cyclic stress
is always close to the )leld point nrovided that the cyclic stresses 'ire rather
small. But, as discussed before, in highly stressed structures, local; yielding
will cause a reduction in the magnitude 'of the' residual stresses and the mean
btress will soon become equal to zero at poinis of stress concentration It may
seem that fdr these cases mean stresses again are unimportant, but that is not
correct. Severe cyclic loading combined with tensile me'ari"stressésmay cause
more plastie deformation during the, tensile .than the compressive .pa't of the
cycle; little or no crack closure, is ,possible when the stresses ?re cojnpres
sive, (fig. 29). From this it may be concluded that:

Mean stresses are more important for crack propagation than for crack initi-
ation. ' . " " ' ' ' ' ' ' .

The adverse effect of méan streses' will not oily appear i high'tress
loading but also in mixed loadin (high and low)'. .

Steels with high yield point will suffer less from. mean stresses than mild
steel. . L,.. ' . '

All the points are of interest for ships.



Unwelded specimens

In fig,. 17 W5hler's curves for 1 mm crack length show that the results for
axial alternating and axial repeated loading are well 'in line' but for 20 una
crack length they lie wide apart. It is evident that from the viewpoint of
crack initiation the mean stresses are insignificant. The morethe cracks
increase in length however, the greater the influence of mean stress on the
rate of propagation. At 5 mm crack length, the position of the various curves
is between those for 1 and 20 mm. Speaking in terms of cyclic stresses it can
be said that +168/-168 N/n2 was equivalent to 195/0 N/mm2 (N = iO5; St. 52
DH36).

Welded specimens.

All data lead to the conclusion that there is little or no influence of meän
stress:.

Apparently the welding stresses have great effect, so long as the cracks are
within their region.

4.3. Influence of shifts of the mean

Figure 30 gives results for specimens of Fe 410 and Fe 510 (St 42, St. 52),
subjected to (high) repeated and alternating constant loads and to a program-
me as indicated All results correspond to a testing-time of 50,000 cycles
They support well the foregoing discussions:
le.. The initiation of cracks is only governed by the double ampiitude of stress

and not by the stress ratio R (data for i mm crack length) . .

2e. The yield point of the steel has little effect on- the conventional fatigue.
strengths (R O; R r -i), both fcrthe initiation period'. as-for the. pro-
pagation stage. But the effect of yield point is large -in, case of regular
shifts of the mean Miner's prediction is very optimistic for Fc 410 and
pessimistic for Fe, 510 (see 3e).

3e. The influence of shifts of the mean is large 'and contrary to Miner's
hypothesis, (re 410 150 N/mm2, Fe 510 250 N/mm2, Miner 200 N/mm2)

4e. Sequence. 'effects are important. For, when all groups of 1000 repeated"
loads would ha've been-brought together-into one group"of '25;OO() cycles
followed by a similar one tor alternating loading, the differences in
fatigue stress for both steels would be less spectacular.
Figures 18 and 19 show how mean stresses may shift in ships.

From investigations in Darmstadt, Buxbaum /38/ concluded that changes of mean
stress are important when:
- their frequency of occurrence is smaller than 1/20 of that of the main

cyclic stresses; -

-. the amplitude o.f the mean stresses is greater than the RMS of the amplitudes
of the main cyclic stresses.

For those who still like to apply Miner' rule for the whole lifetime of a ship
the present author suggests the use as a simple significant stress, of the sum
of the range and mean stress instead of the range only (range = double am-
plitude). Records of service stresses should be treated correspondingly; in
that way cumulative frequency distrihütions of stresses represent much better
the fatigue loading of a ship than is the case if stress ranges alone are used.

5 Crack propagation and fracture mechanics (for arguments see fig. 2 lb)

The .Paris-Erdogan law /31/: - ...--'''. -

-
= C(AK)'

- ' . - ' . --

has been generally accepted as an effective todi fcr the evaluation of results
of fatigue crack propagation thcperiments and for prediction purposes. With the
passage. of time four aspects have becoïüe clear:
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ni is not constant; .

da'/dn - K plots consist of three branchés insteadof one; :

C. m and C are very much influenced by scatter and.by inaccuracies of curve
fitting; : . - . . .

d.. the type of fatigue testing should betakeninto account/32/, (constant
load, constant strain or constant net stress tsts),. .

Gurney /34/ discovered some dependency of ni on the yield point,. bit Maddox /35/
could not confirm this. . .

Crooker and Lange /33/ brought together a lot of experimental results from '

published literature. For many steels with yield points varying from 350 to r

2000 N/rnm2,most öf the m-values were between 22 and 4'4, (fig. 31). .

The résults of Belgian experiments have led to m-values varyingfrom 3.to 6
for repeated axial loading, and from I to 3 for repeated bending loading. But
there is no need for great disappointment, since fig. 32 shpws that all results
for repeated loading, (two steels, three plate thicknesses), conform extremely
well to a linear relation between log C and m.

This fortunate result was also found in Great Britain /46/ and Japan/47/.
It. is not surprising that the data for alternating loading in fig. 32 lie apart.

r

Crack closure during compression is mainly responsible for a relatively slower
rate of crack. propagation.

How well results of experiments at different loads may correspond after careful
testing, crack measuring and analysis is illustrated in figures 39 and 40.

The results of structural specimens cannot be adequately analysed.by plotting,
da/dn as function of AK. As an alternative, the ntnììbe'r of cycles for crack
growth from f.i. 5 to 8 mm can be plottedás a fnction of reptsentative AK
values. The 5-8 mm crack length has been chosen forvarious rasons. Suëh small
cracks do not change the overall geometry of the sttucture. The influence of,
differences in local geometry, i e weld shape, undercuts etc i' suppressed
The same applies to the effect of small incidèntai 'ariaLiòns in the fate of
crack propagation. . .

Figure 33 gives a sinnmary of all formulae tried. For the. structural specimens.
several formulae havc been adopted for illustrating the various
possible approaches rather than that the author is convind of their
usefulness. . The.main reason for the fracture mechanics approach.ts that we

of experiment s with notched
plate on the one hand and structural specimets on the other. -

The main difficulty is whether a structural specimén such as in fig. 7 should
be conceived as a wide plate containing a substantial notch, or ãsa small
plate (biacket) having a very small initial side notch (the undercut ot the
weld). In the first case the stress to be used forthe stress intensity para-
méter K is the nominal stress; in the second case it is a local stress. Hw
local is something which has to be concluded from the comparisons in fig 35

Generally speaking thevarious curvés II seem to onform best. The position.
of the strain gauges 2 the output of which has been used as stresses in the
particular AK formula is such thai these have the significance of local 'no-
minal' stresses. The curves III, for local 'peak' stresses are clearly worse.
This is fortunate because it is what would be expécted from a fraéture mechan-
ics point of view. It is remarkable that curves I, which consider the specimens
asa whole, are close to curves II. This could be fortuitous, but it may also
be iiterpreted as an indication that an 'overall' approach is n6t too sensitive
to structural parameters (square notch, triangular bracket, presence-of
flanges).

A fourth approach in which the triangularity of the stress distribution in the
brackets has been taken into account, has also led to satisfactory results.
For clarity hie curves have not been included in the figures

Figure 34 gives all the notched plate data. :The,irnpòrtnt, but unwelcome fact



appearing in this figure is that the groups of curves I and III do not coin-
cide. Yet both are for repeated loading and the difference between the type
of loading (bending or axial) has been accounted for by using appropriate
fracture mechanics formulae. There remains the difference in the stress gra-
dient causing unequal stress/strain histories at the crack tips. That apart,
it should be observed that generally in fatigue bending the loading is 'purer'
than in axial loading, where some secondary bending is often unavoidable which
may beresponsible for 5 to 10% higher stresses atthe notches.

As a conclusion to this section the reader [s asked to recall what was said
in section 1. Good correlations were also obtained between the results of all
structural specimens by plotting these as a function of local stresses (fig. 7).
The position of the curves for the structural specimens in relation to that

V

for the unwelded notched specimens is particularly valuable, because experim-
ents with the latter are relatively inexpensive.

6. Estimation of the fatigue life of ship structures by experiment and/or
calculation

6.1. Shi2s and aircraft

The greatest need for accurate predictions of fatiguelife is in aircraft de-
sign and construction. This [s primarily associated with the fact that weight
savings are of great importance, which has led to the use of high strength
light alloys. Unfortunately these are very notch sensitive. Crack growth under
cyclic loading is rapid and critical crack lengths are in the order. of mag-
nitude of only a few centimetres.

S.umnarising,. the following. differences exist between ships and aircraft in con-
nec.tion with fatigue.:

le. For ships:, critical crack lengths are an order of magnitude greater than
for aeroplanes, (see section 2.2).

2e. Due to this., and in view of the presence of .weld defects in ships, atten-
tion should hepaid mainly to crack propagation, (see section 2,3).

3e. Cracks in ships can easily be discovered before becoming critical which.-
reduces the needy. for -accurate calculations.

4e. For aeroplanes reliable predictions with the aid of experiments (for in-
stance flight simulation with prototypes) are required not only from a
safety point of view but are also justified economically in view of the
large number of aircraft of one type.

5e. Fatigue data for welded structures show more scatter than data for riveted
structures, (defects, residual stresses, weld deformations, differences
in composition and mechanical properties of weld, heat affected zone and
parent metal). This means that predictions of crack initiation for highly
stressed-components such as hatch corners of 'open' ships and details of
offshore structures cannot be made very accurately.

6e. The loading of ships is more complicated than that of aircraft, (see sec-
tions 2:1 and 2.4). This is a handicap both for experiments and for cal-
culations. (The use of strain gauges giving data about real structures
under service conditions may be indispensable, see section 2.4).

7e. The environment of ships' structures is very corrosive, (water, air, cargo)..

The foregoing points indicate why predictions. of fatigue life in shipbuilding
cannot be made as accurately as in aircraft building, and also why the need is
not so great This does. not mean that the present situation in shipbuilding is
satisfactory, .as.witnessed by the extensive use which is still made of the
Palmgren-Miner rule. .

. V .

6.2. PrOcedures for 2redicting the fatigue life-of shies

Calculations using Miner's rule may be looked upon as a rough method for the
prediction of the fatigue life of ships' structures. It is sometimes thought
that a good method is. the tes ting of real structures iqith service conforming
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loading,. But as Freudenthal /39/ says 'This i almost as much 'an over-'
simplification of the problem as the use of constant amplitude tests at the
most damaging level Of th spectrum'.

The point is that we must know how. severe, the loading is in connection. with
fatigue as compared to other ossibi1ities. This.can.only be established by
applying a gr.eat number of the iattr in testing. Even., then, the information
thus obtained is only really valuàble when the probability of. occurrence of
each of the service-conforming loads .used can be indicated.

Another procedure consists of a systematic analysis.of the influence of all
possible load parameters on the fatigue,life. In the.,aircra'f t indutry, many
people have been working along.th.is line for years.' Yet Schijve, in an»infor-
¡native and comprehensive paper on cumulative damage /40/ is not very optimist-
ic, despite the valuable work carried out.f or instance.in Darmstadt by Cassner,
Ilaibach and co-workers /41/.

In the marine field the situation is even wor.se, as will be clear from what
has been said about' the differencès between aeroplanes nd ships.

A third procedure which appears sophisticated and, modern is random loading.
Apart from other objections it must be emphasized that a ship is not a' randomly
loaded structure. For instance, suimner and winter conditions and ballast and
loaded conditions are often well defined. Of course .a combinalion of the deter-
ministic and random parts of the complete load spectrum would be an excellent
approach (see fig. '19), but simplifications of that procedure are thought' to
be justified in many cases. . .

,, . .. '

6.3 Use of R.M.S.-stress values

A logical approach is to see whether it is possible.to use the load data more
or less in the form they came forward from the before described analysis, viz.
as R.N.S.-values of double amplitudes of streses for short periods (f.i. ;,
12 hours) Indeed, it would be most welcome uhen the fatigue-damage caused by
a short-term packet of varying sea-induced loads would be equivalent to the
damage caused by constant amplitude loading with the same nirniher at cycles
and a double amplitude equal to the R.M.S. of the.ranges'(fig,. 19). Apart front
the obvious advantages of simlicity and. time-saving, thisr approach includes
the cycles of. small amplitude (below the fatigue-limit) whichbeçome effective
in connectionto crack propagation above certain. lengths. On theother hand
the few high peak5fthespect-rum,--of_which_Lhe,nluence is tather benefici.-
al than damaging, are excluded. Paris proposed such a pr,ocedue aYtea'dy'in' -'-- -
1962 /42/. Swanson et al. have found a favourable support fron experiments
I 43/ Others, like Schijve /44/ are not enthuslastiL
Figure 36 Lndicates that some value like I 2/E might be more logical than V'E
This' has an enormb'us effect on the calculated fatigue-life. (It, will be seen

later that even higher constants are required) When Q is known, alculations
of crak lenths'with da/dn = C(AK) will certainly give more. reliable'.results
than Minèr's rule. For, sequence effects and chañges of mean stresses can now
be taken. into account. It should be realized that, .the method may. lead to far
too, optimistic, results when data for, different, weather conditions are mixed.
Then the Rayleigh distribution no longer applies But this is not the orst
As stormy periods are fár less frequent than periods of better weather, mixing
of 'the data will lead'tö thé complete elimination'of the high stlesses occurr-
ing during stoms. This can bestbe und'erstood by 'considering a frequency dis-
tribútibn of stress-amplitudés like the onè in 'fig. 37 from /48/. It may be
read as a line which' indicates how often 'specific stresses (ianges) have been
exceeded in the peiò'd concerned. 1 may'also be us'ed 'à áhistogam When ie
look at the interval IO to,,'I cycles, a value of 35 N/mm2 has been exceeded
I0 timeS and 50 N/mm2 iO3..times. 'ConSequèntly'.thereweré10 -. i.0'' 9000
cycles lying between 35 and 50 N/nun2. Roughly. said, there were 9000 cycles of
on the.average.42.5 N/mm.. But taking into account.tl'iat .'the,,horizontal scale
is logarithmic, there were 0000 cycles of on the average 37 5 N/mm2 However,
from the viewpoint of fatigue crack propagation (and fatigue damage), the



700,00(1 Cycies'of' 13 N/rn2 will give no crack growth at ail, even at the
'hottest spots'.. But the high-stress blocks of the first table may certainly
give :crack extension at serious weld defects in areas of high stress concentra-
tions in corrosive circumstances Figure 38 shows what is essentially wrong in
this method,.

it is interesting to compare the 'block' method with an approach in which the
R N S -values of the records obtained at sea are used From fig 7 in /48/
the following information can be drawn:

It will be immediately clear that this load-programe consisting of ,/E stress
values and corresponding numbers of cycles, qill not lead to any cracking.
I.t is clearly 'less severe than the 'bÏdck" programme discussed before (see.
table).

Even when thes&values wöuld'be enlagédin'accrd'ance with fig,. 36 (factor 1.2,),
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stress. values for the interval 1000 2000 cycles (closeto 50 N/mm2) are
about three times as effective as the stress values for the interval 9000 -
10,000 cycles (close to 35 N/mm2) (This follows from da/da = C (a/a)m
For rn '= 3 is ('50/.35')' 3). .

When a corresponding correction is made, the representative stress value is
40 N/mm2 instead of 37 5 N/mm2 Obviously the error becomes smaller the small-
er the. intervals of N be.

A possible - 'and not so bad'. - way of :doing fatigue calculations coùid be by
taking blocks of: . .

'q cycles of '80 N/turn2

frequency . corresponding
N/mm2' of occurrence N

21 23 9000
17.5' ' 90 . 36,000
14 . 200 . 8(1,000

10.5 340 135,000
:7 . 430 ¡72,000

300; - 120,000

and carrying out ciack-gr'owth
method will yield
Corple.t'ely wrong woutd'be

calculations with these values. Even this simple
more reliable results than can. be obtained with Miner's rule.

an appoach in which ail data are mixed.. The 600,000
and the 90,000 of 26 N/mm2 would dominate all the other
the R..M.S. or a higher power for the stress values is taken.

cycles of 8 N/mm2
values, even when

600,000. X 82 = 384 x iû

90,000 X 262 = '6iI x

9000 X 4.02 144 x

900 X 552
25 x

'90' < 682 ._ .

. 5 . x io5
9 X 8fl = 0,5 x

700,000 1168 X

R ..N .-S.
V

¡68 FO
- 3 N/mm2'

X

90
I t! 68 "

900 II 55 It

'9000'

90,000

I,

-

40
26 '

600, 000
I, " 8 N/mm2
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the result of crack grow calculations would still-remain too optimistic.
The significant vaue 12E might be a satisfactory calculationtool. Another
possibility worth investigating is a triangulai- short term distribution as
shown in fig. 19. it. has the same RJI.S. as the short term Rayleigh distribu-
tion and 13E represents the average of the one tenth highest values. But this
triangular distribution is more useful for experimental work than for calcula-
tions. For the Rayleigh distributions themselves can very well be used for.
calculating crack growth. The sequence of the individual stress ranges needs
not be completely random, but canbe defined in a realistic way;. One can go
very far by introducing corrections for high tensile loads based on calcula-
tions of crack opening displacement (C.O.D. = K2IE.o). Then the influence of

yield point is taken into account. But without additional experiments the in-
f luence of residual (compressive) stresses due to overloading and of strain
hardening in the plastic zone near the crack tip is still difficult to quantify
especially in case of welding stresses. It is the author's opinion that for
practical purposes the adverse influence of the welding stresses may be con-
sideredto be compensated for by the local compressive stresses due to high
tensile loads and the Elber effect on crack closure /49/, (see section 7).
Then only the influence of the high tensile loads on crack closure iemai.ns in
the calculations. In other words, the influence of large. shift of the mean
combined with alternating stormy and calm periods.

7. Crack closure and the Elber effect

In the preceding sections crack closure has already been discussed several
times. It has been shown that in alternating loading the crack is closed
during the greater part of the compressive load (figures 43, 44).

.

Elber /49/ has discovered that a crack may already close prior to zero load
in the tension region This is explained in fig 42 Originali) it was thought
that the shear lips at the plate surface (fig. 45) were mainly responsible fqr ..,

'premature'closure. Then the phenomenon would only be important for th.in
plates. But figures 46 and 47 show that in thicker plates (15.-30 ron) the phe-
nomenon is equally significant. The 'effective' load is between 70 and 80%
of the applied load. .. V

-8.. _Corpsipn fatigue

It has already been realized many years ago iEEhe
influence on the fatigue behaviour of metals. .

For maritime structures the seawater and atmosphere may indeed cause. substan-
.tial reductions in tifetime. Accurate numbers have been lacking fér a..long

:;time:fdr two reasons: . .

a Ships are always well protected by painting and cathodic protectJon
Due to that there was little need for corrosion fatigue data.

b. When such data became of interest for offshore structures they could only
come forward after several years, because the experiments had to be
carried out at cyclic frequencies corresponding to those in practice.

Even nowadays the informatkon (loes not yet meet out wishes. Most experimonts .

have been carried ot in the domain between 1O and 106 cycles, while life-
times up to 108 are real.
On the other hand it is often said that high stresses have little elfect on
corrosion fatigue andthat the real need iñ in the very loi-stress region.
This is only partly true Figure 18 illustrates the point When tests would
be carried out at frequencies in the order of magnitude of 0.0001 Hz,a great
influence of eñvironrnent on high-:tress cycles might become manifest. It would
be interesting to comparé these results ith tests in which alternatively
peaks and long rest-periods occur.

Fortunately those data which have already become available are not so dramatic
as had been expected by many. Thé reduétions in lifetime düe toseawater are
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in the order of magnitude of one half. On a logarithmic scale it is very
little, which means that it can easily be compensated for by slightly in-
creased scantlings of the st1ucture. Figures .39 and 40 show some results
-obtained' by the author. They are certain].y nt alarming. But they are for
unwelded specimens. When welds are present elèctrochemical actions become
possible which may have a detrimental effect 'on lifetime. Yet the first
results of 'a large European testing program ith welded components are in
line with the mentioned 50%' reduction in lifetime.
Another disturbing influence may be stress corrosion in case of high still
water loads. A lot of additional factors play a role like temperature,
fouling,pollution, oxygen and hydrogen content, refreshment of the water by
waves and streams, pii' number, the alternation of circumstances in' the 'splash'
zone and last but not least painting and' cathodic protection, either passive
ör active.

It seems that cathodic protection is mainly effective in preventing crack
initiation 151/. So it should be installed already during or immediately
after construction at sea. '

As said before, corrosion-fatigue-testing is time-consuming because the' fre-
quency of testing should correspond to reality. Haibach /50/ mentions that
testing time may be reduced by a factor 20 at the maximum by omitting the
very small stress values.

Another possibility is testing at higher stress levels than the real ones.
But this has also its limitations. Above certain stresses the crack tip
moves so fast that the corrosive medium has insufficient time to interact.
(But see. end of this chapter').

There'are' .other'methcds forr.educing testing time. Instead of S-N curves,
da/dN-AK curves--are constructed.. 'What is needed are. accurate measurements
cf' crack 'growth1 T.hèn' it is possible to precrack a plate at high frequency
(say 10 Hz). Next the frequency is lowered to0.l Hz or 0.2 Hz and crack
growth is observed (C.0';D.--ineasurements can he.of help). After 0.5mm crac'k
extension' the- frequency is increased to l'O Hz again' for' about '2 mm' crack

growth. Then it is lowered.again to O.l Hz foranoth'er 0.5 mm-etc.

Whén the high-frequency testing is carried out in air, it may even be possible
'to have a check on crack growth afterwards when studying the crack surface.
Thecomb-ination of aillow-frequent dàta permits the construction of a
da/dn-AK curve (fig. 41).

The scope of this course does not allow a thorough discussion on ail items
of corrosion fatigue. For instance what is the practical use of results re-
'ported in /52/. /53/, /54/with respect to" the influence of -pU-.-"
The reductions in lifetime reported are an order of magnitude greater than
the-before-mentioned one-half. '

For the time being such results must be considered as giving rise to large
scatter m'case of real structures at sea. This means that risks of corrosion
fatigue must be expressed in statistical terms for d'esign purposes. What
risks may be taken depends not only on the consequences of failure for people,
environment, structures and profits, but to a great extent on amount and
reliability of inspections and possibilities of reparation.
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FINITE ELEMENTS CALCULATION.

THE GREATEST PRINCIPAL STRESS
GOVERNS THE FATIGUE DMAGE.

SERVICE LOADS CAN BE. REPRESENTED
BY STATISTICAL PARAMETERS.

d. IN WELDED STRUCTURES THERE ARE
WELD DEFECTS AND CRACKS
ONLY CRACK GROWTH CALCULATIONS
(BASED ON SIMPLE FRACTURE MECHANICS

AND TESTS).

e. CRACKS CLOSE IN COMPRESSIOÑ____-TENStLE STRESES MAINLY
RESPONSIBLE.FOR CRACK GROWTH.

t. IN MILD STEEL THE CRITICAL CRACK-
LENGTH .IS LARGE (EXCEPT IM CASE OF

BRITTLE FRACTURE).

CRACKS DEVELOP PERPENDICULAR
TO LARGEST MAIN STRESS.
COMPLICATIONS ARE: SECUNDAR'
BENDING AND TORSION.

FIG.6
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INFLUENCE RESIDUAL STRESSES.

a. CONSTANT AMPLITUDE:

FIG. 16

LARGE INFLUENCE AT SMALL LOADS
SMALL INFLUENCE AT LARGE LOADS

WÖHLERCURVEFOR CONNECT-
IONS WITHOUT RESIDUAL\ STRESSES..

-. CORRECTION FOR WELDING
I STRESS.
b - - - - -

.DLSADVANTAGE: HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PE N AL IS ED.

b. VARYING AMPLITUDE

SEE INFLUENCE PEAK STRESSES

FI:G.14:

INFLUENCE OF EXTREME LOADS.

j TENSION PEAK

a. STRESS-FREE AT POINTS OF

STRESS CONCENTRATION.

ADVANTAGE
IN UNLOADED CONDITION AT

i

J b. HIGH COMPRESSIVE STRESSES

c. BLUNT CRACK.

CRACK TIPS.

.2. COMPRESS ION PEAK

CRACK CLOSURE IMPROVED -
CONSEUENTLY: . ...

NO HIGH RES1DLAL TENSILE
STRESSES AT ÑOTCH TIP

f a. LESS CRACK CLOSURE..
DISADVANTAGE

i b. STRAIN HARDENING.
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INFLUENCE OF: AVERAGE STRESS ON CRACK-CLOSURE

FOR MINE.R:I

INITIAL DEFECT.: lo mm.

NA- 4mm; NB-42lmm NB-D16rnrn; N4->4mm
t- y V

25rnm:

.(N4- LITTLE CRACk CLOSURE) (NÂ->FULL CRACK CLOSURE)

KavgAjC\/T.1P5,6 avgAV1T(1+16?

KavgB1=/'1t(10+4+ 21-4

!î_ 'K'dNCt

FIG. 20

E

18 mm

MINER'S RULE:

INFLUENCE OF SEQUENCE NEGLECTED

WHEN A IS' BELOW ÌHE FATIQUE -LIMIT ONLY B

CAUSES FATIGUE (MINER) '

IN CRACK-GROWTH. CALCULATIONS A CRACK

CAÙSED BY Ò (NÇASEE MAY BE EXTEÑDED BYA

FOR I:, K=4\ftta4G4

DEFECT 5mm.

It:

CRACK DUE TO B

FIG. 22
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CRACK EXTENSION PER LOAD CYCLE =

=c( K)m (PARIS, ERDOGAN)

(Krnax._ Kmin.l

LOG=LOG c+mLOG K

da
dn

(FOR STRESSRELIEVED STRUcTURES)

FIG. 21

NOTCH CRACK

F-1
LONG NOTCH CRACK

PIG:21a THE CRACK THAT DEVELOPED
AT THE SHORT NOTCH HAS
PROPAGATED IN MAVERIAL
THAT HAS BEEN FATIGUE-
DAMAGED MORE THAN THE
MATERIAL IN LINE OF
THE LONG NOTCH.

AFTER A CRACK OF A FEW mm HAS DEVELOPED:

c.(Kmax)m (FOR KminO) 0-LINE

THECRACKGROWTHMETHOD HAS NOT THE INTENTION

TO REDUCE THE QUALITY-LEVEL BY ADMITHNG DEFECTS.

BUT TO RECOGNIZE THAT DEFECTS SMALLER THAN 5 TO

10 nrn. WILL OFTEN ESCAPE N.D.T. CONTROL.

COMPARE: 5 5
nrn:DEFECT+5mm CRACK-GROWTH -

INITIATION: 200.000 CYCLES1...350000
PROPAGATiON: 150.000 CYCLESJ

10 5
10mm DEFECT+ 5mm CRACKGROWTH 1-
--tNITIAT(ON: 70.000 CYCLES iso.000
PROPAGATION : 80.000 CYCLES J

.

FOR A CRITICAL LENGTH OF 15mm J
TI-E NUMBERS ARE:
35Ó.000 + 80.000 =430.000 RESP 150.000

NEARLY A FACTOR .

5 mm DEFECT 2 30.000 FOR PROPAGATION; 1.39.000 TOTAL

DIFFERENCE 5% II

BUT ALSO:200.000 FOR INITIATION
LOG. 200.000= 5.30

FIG. 21b

DIFFERENCE 5%

a n=1).
n
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(damage is not proportional to stress squared)
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PART II: BRITTLE FRACTURE

1. The danger of notches .

The danger of notches can best be visualized by comparing the behaviour of
three strips of plating, as in fig. 1.

The strip with the hole has about the same strength, but à smaller overall
elongation as compared to the values of the full strip. There are two yield
regions, a small one A when the material transverse of the hole yields, and
a normal one B for the rest of the strip. The hole has anelastic stress
concentration factor 3. It is supposed that in the elasto--plastic and fully
plastic range the strain concentration remains equal to 3. When the nominal
stress passesI/3 u, the material at the edge of the hole comes in.the

plastic range. But it does not behave in the same way as the material of the
full strip. It will deform practically linear with the nominal stress O

because it is surrounded by purely elastically deforming material. The plastic
zone at the hole increases gradually until finally all material transverse of
the hole has come into the plastic state. From then on yielding in that part
of the plate occurs in the normal way. This means that when the average stress
there becomes equal to o , the deformation suddenly increases from about 0.1
to 1%. y

This does not appear in the stress-strain curve because this yielding occurs
only over a small length of the whole bar. When the nominal stress is further
increased to G, the rest of the strip starts yielding in the normal way.

Fracture of the strip occurs when.at the edge of the hole the strain has be-
come equal to some 30 to 50% (depending on the relation between hole 'diameter
and plate thickness). In the material transverse of the hole,. the average
elongation then is between 30/3 = 10 and 50/3 = 17%. Due to that the net
stress in that section is close to the tensile strengh of the. material..
So a reduction in overall strain is the only serious consequence of the pre-
sence of the hole. Mostly the elongation is even more than. one third of that
of the uniform bar despite the fact that the strain concentration is 3..

For a plate with a: sharp notch the situation is very different. When, all
material transverse of the notch starts yielding,, the notch--tip material has..'
to deform largely due to the' high strain concentration1 For instance 1% aver-
age strain in the notched section (at the end of the yield region) may cause
locally at the-t4p-some-1.0-to_20%deformatiori. Such a high strain does not
cause fracture in the case of a round hole in à thin plate. For iThat situ-
ation the ductility of the material at the edge of the hole is practically
as large as that of a uniform test bar. The reason is that it can contract
freely in the thickness direction Figure 2 shows that this is not possible
at a notch tip. There the material is in a triaxial .state of stress, par. tic-
ularly when the plastic zone is small as compared to plate thickness (fig. 3,
plane. strain condition). This state of stress causes an incrase of the
local yield point and a reduction of 'the ductility. The thicker the plate,
the severer the state of stress is and the smaller the local ductility..
When it becomes smaller than the mentioned 10-20%,, the plate fails at the
moment the net stress becomes ci, (fig. 'Ic). The dramatic consequence is a

very low overall elongation to fracture, because the material ahead and aba'f t
of the notched section ,is still in the elastic condition.

There is a very simple, but seldom or n'ever applied method for restoring the
strength and ductility of the notched plate. Figure 4 shows the principle..
When in the notched' section the total amount 'of material (plate + doubler)
is more than elsewhere, yielding will firs.t take place outside the notched,
section and only at a higher nominal stress in that section. Then the overall
elongation of the plate prior to yielding (and fracture) of the notched sec-
Lion is' about 1% instead 'of the 0.1% of fig,. Ic., 'This method is 'only effect-

ive in uniaxially loaded structures. It is far be.tter than the usual ring-
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type oùblings., which mostly contain too.little material.
The same principle can he' applied to hatch corners (fig. 5). Again yielding
of the material. transverse of the.corner should beprevented. At the corner
itself no extra material is needed. itwould only add to the triaxial state
of stress.. Figure 6 shows that also at other weak sections in a ship, the
local structure can be protected against premature yielding ror that is
what should beairnèd at at bad strucural details.

The adverse effect of a triaxial tensil'e state of stress can be visualized
with the aid of Nohr's circles (in principle!). (fig. 7).

In plane sress the shear stress is equál to

P3 - PI P3 - O

2 2 2?3

-P
plane strain it is

2
being much smaller than

P3-PJ
plane strain p may sooner pass Gß thaú T

2
will pass Tf1.

Then the material fractures before yieldin.

P3
In plane stress T will always pass first Tf10 before p3 can reach

which means that: the material is able to yield.
Aftc yielding Tf1 rises due to strain hardening. At a certain moment it

becomes greaLer than Then plastic deformation is no longer possible and
fractur. occurs.

2. Experimental reserch

Brittle fractures 'have largely occurred during ànd some: time after. :World War II.
They were low-stress fracLur, which means that the stress-strain beh.viour
of the particu..ar structural :cl.ëtai] as-even worse tlianthat in fig. I c.

The nominaL fracture strëss was lower: than'yielcL point, :say G. or 2/3 o.

One might call t:heefracture elastic ones for plastic deformation .seened.o
be. absent. (We nowadáysknow that locally aLways a small amount of plastic de-
formation occurs prior to fracture).
For a long time the causes were not clear. It was obvious that the replacement
of riveting by welding was essential, but the insight in the consequences was
lacking. There were several possibilities:

The presence of residual welding stress (some ships and structures fractured
in unloaded cndition!).
Bad structural details (imitations of riveted ones): hatch corners, inter-
connections of longitudinals.
Bad welding (defects).
Steel not very weldable.
Steel too brittle. ,

An enormous amount of research has been carried out in the U.S.A. and later in
Creat Britain, Japan and' other countries. But only about after 1957 the picture
became clear.

Ada. We nowadays know that the welding stresses are. only the last straws.
When astructure has not ary ductility, left due 'to.the.use of bad mate-
rial, inferior welding and a bad design., the welding stresses indeed
lower the strength But often they have had a beneficial effect. Many
fractures have been arrested whenthey were forcedto leave the bad weld
region under the influence' of welding stresses,,.(fig. 13.).

Adb. The original hatch-corner construction of Liheify-hipswas of an ex-
tremely inferior design, (fig. 8).

'

:

The. most critical point 'is 'the 'deck' where three severe discontinuous

members coincide. This results in a high stress concentration factor,

P3. Due to that in



very steep gradients and a severe state of triaxial tension. The trans-
verse hatch end beam contributes to this particularly because it opposes
any transverse and vertical (lateral) contraction of the deck at the
corner. Deck and longitudinal coaming are also mutually restrained.

The remedies for the structural faults of fig. 8 are as follows:
Reduce the stress concentrations and steepness of stress gradients
in the longitudinal members. This can be done by rounding the corners
and restoring the continuity (see fig 9).
Ensure that the points of highest stresses do not occur where the
structure is rigid. The rounded deck corner in fig. 9 is very success-
ful in this respect.
Avoid concentrations of welding.

The structure in fig. 9 corresponds more or less with the so-called
A.B.S. design which particularly has been applied in Victory ships.
Practical experience as well as laboratory tests have indicated that this
design was very satisfactory if compared with the Liberty-corner given
in fig. 8. But a really 'well' designed structure would be one in which
special attention is paid to various details such as the shape of rounded
edges, welding details, connection between coaming flanges, a separation
between coainings and girders etc. The well known flexible 'Kennedy' type
of corner is a good example.

Ad c. Bad welding has largely contributed to the fracture in ships. A brittle
fracture always starts at a defect. Mostly of course in defects at places
of high stresses and high restraints (triaxiality). But a fracture can
only start in a weld, when the weld metal is of inferior quality (f.i.
high hydrogen content).

Ad d. The latter is not always caused by the electrodes, but may be due to the
steel to be welded. High carbon amounts were present in the war-time
steels. That made that also the Heat-Affected Zones of these steels c9uld
be of very lw duality.

Ade. The steels were not only unsuitable for welding, they were also 'brittle.
But the word brittle is misleading because it is used in connection to
various phenomena of fracturing, (surface appearance: cristalline/fibrous,
speed of fracturing, deformation prior to fracture, cleavage/shear,
stable/unstable, high stress/low stress).
Static tests with notched plates of American war-time steel always behaved
very satisfactorily up to very low temperatures. But as soon as a frac-
ture started in one or another way at quite normal temperatures, the
fractures propagated easily at high speed (up to 2 km/sec.). The cause was
that the steels used were very strain-rate sensitive. When a fracture
propagated the material ahead of the momentary crack tip deformed very
locally and very fast. The high speed of deformation caused an increase
of yield point and a corresponding reduction in ductility. Again (as in
case of high triaxiality) the metal fractured before it could flow. But
in the case of crack propagation, speed and triaxiality work together in
raising the yield point.
When the temperature (another factor that influences yield point and
ductility) is sufficiently low, the fracture cari be largely of the
cleavage type, with cristalline appearance. Only at the surface shear
lips may form because there the state of stress is biaxial.
In ships the fractures have mostly a chevron-type appearance. The chevrons
are - very momentary - stops and starts.
A crack arrests when the shear lips at the surface gradually increase in
thickness, and thus an increasing amount of fracture energy is consumed
in shearing. This is an order of magnitude greater than the energy needed
for cleaving.

About 1957 Mylonas and Drucker /2/ succeeded in provoking low-stress brittle
fractures at realistic temperatures in unwelded steel. All previous experiments



with hundredsof specimensup to iengthsof 10 in, widths of 3 in and thick-
nesses of 30mm,containing mechanically-made sharp notches, had resulted in
'high-stress' brittle fractures, with nominal stresses equal to yield point.
A].l these years the infIuericeof weldinghad been clearly underestimated!
Mylonas's specimens were also unwelded., but his intention was to demonstrate
thàt the main cause of low-stress brittle fractures was 'exhaustion öf the
ductility' of the steel by forming, weldïng,ageing etc. and that the residual
stresses were of secondary importance. His specimens had deep side notches.
They were sidely compressedup to 5% and after that pulled to fracture at low
temperature . . . . .

The criticism with respet to these experiments is that the damaging treatment
was very unrealistic and will cerlainly have resulted in residual, tensile
stresses at the notchest tips.

About that time Wells /1/ obtainedvery-low-stress fractures in welded plate
specimens. It may sound astonishing but up to that time laboratory experiments
with welded plates or structural specimens had also always resulted in rather
high-stress fractures (see §3). Nominal stresses were at least 2/3 of yield
point, while it was suspected that iii. ships fractures had occurred at much
lower stress level-s. After Wells's successful experiments it was discovered
that similar ones had already. been carried outby Kennedy in 1945. But they
had not attracted attention; Wells's experiments were in fact a follow-up of
Greene's work /1/, who more or less haphazardly obtained one low-stress frac-
ture among a large number of high-stress oiies in welded plates.
Soere in Ghent liad also shown the way with his tensile tests with strain-aged
steels /1/.
Wells!s specimen was simply made by butt-welding two plates,. intheedges of
which saw-cuts were presnt. (fig. 10). The inateriai.atthe .t:ps. of the-notches.
plastically deformed during wildirig(severat:passes.) at . critical temperatures

( 100 '-400 C). This s.traicr'ace:i7ng::res1ii.ted in a' coniplete exhaustion of ductil-

ity. Typical results. are shown'infig; 1l.

The full lines are those obtained with Robertson crck-arrest te.sts./3/.
Robcrtson:iìacL di.s.covered thathrittIe f';actures . i.i steel cauin:ot propagate at -

very low stressas (< 80 N./rmi)'andno.t ,above certa in'..temperatures, called

transition ternperatuI:es. Th latteP dependd moite' :or less. on the norninaLstress':
The Robertsontest is still important 'fci estimating crack-arrest temperatures.
(In a plate under tension a crack is started by impact at a notch where the
metal is cooled with liquid nitrogen).
Wells's results fitted beautifully in Robertson's diagram (fig. Il).
Region III is that of partial fractures initiated under the influence of a low
load and residual stresses.
In Region II the. load is so much higher that the cracks coul.d not arrest.

-Kihara and Masubuchi /1/ repeated Wells's experiments and included specimens
withl notches made. after welding. The difference in transition temperature be
tween these and the specimens with notches made before welding w,as 50 to loo C.
Again it. was evident ',that the damage to, the metal inflicted by weldin.g was
the dominating influence. 'The residual stresses were of secondary importance.

I shòuldbe realized that Wells's conditions are very well possible in ships.
Thousands of weld crossings' between plates and stiffeners are present.

3. Fatigue and brittle fracture.

In section 2 it has been mentioned that full-scale experiments with struc-
tural specimens gave better results than expected from service fractures.
Figure 12 illustrates this for bottom longitudinals (dotted line, American
war-steel, /6/, Irwin, Campbell).
The transition from 'iow'-stress (not so low!) fractures to full-yield frac-
tures occurs at -18 C. This temperature is much lower than that of interest
for ships (seawater -5 C).

Nibbering /7/ supposed that this difference in behviour was due to differen-
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ces in loading conditions between the laboratory experiments and practice.
The American experiments consisted of one pull to fracture, while ship struc-
tures are subjected to cyclic loading. The obvious question now is, whether
in practice brittle fractures have initiated from fatigue cracks. This was
difficult to answer. The reason was that the brittle part of ships' fractures
largely overruled the fatigue part. An investigation by Nibbering /8/ revealed
how easy fatigue cracks could be overlooked, but also that the initiation of
brittle cracks from small fatigue cracks is possible in ships, (fig. 13).
In general small fatigue cracks are more dangerous than hìrge ones; the tip
of a small crack is still situated in the - possibly bìd - weld zone.
Figure 12 shows results from experiments with bottom longitudinals with and
without small fatigue cracks (fig. 14).
The dotted curve left refers to specimens made of Al-killed mild steel, Lab-
ricated in 1960. It is interesting to see that it is sorne 20°C 'better' than
war-steel (and/or 'better' weldable). The full curve ori the right is for
specimens containing fatigue cracks. The shift of sorne 30 C due to fatigue,
brings the results even on the right-hand side of the American specimens.
When these latter would also have been subjected to cyclic loading prior to
the tensile test to fracture, their transition temperature might have been
some _180 + 300 +12°C, This is indeed a normal temperature for ships.
The line-dot curve on top of the figure refers to specineus tested after 1970
which were made of Nb-containing fine grain steel (Lloyd's grade DH 36 Nh)
of higher strength. The behaviour was excellent.

Apart from the foregoing, fig. 15 shows that all 'low-stress' fractures in
fig. 12 are in fact high stress fractures. For the bottomplate starts yield-
ing over the full width at about 2/3 of yield load, (midfig, 15). The inter-W
ruption of the longitudinals at the bulkhead nd the presence o.f the bracket
cause. a raise in the neutral axis of the specimens (fig. 1(t) resulting in
bending in a vertical plane. Due to that the bottornplate ws subjected to
axial stresses nd bending stresses.

There is another unpleasant factor that adds to the possibility of crack i.níti-
ation at fatigue cracks. The high sharpness of those cracks makes the crack-
tip-metal. extremely sensitive to high speed loading, (in, cas of metals which
are highly strain-rate sensitive like ships' steels). The point is i.ustrat.ed
in fig. 18.

From the experiments i.t could he concluded that strain rates corresponding to
about 10,000 Hz. were required for suppressing any plastic deformation at the
crack tip below about -10 C. Frequencies like that cannot Le caused by sea-
induced loads, not even when the forebottom of a ship is slaiming on the sea-
surface. The only possibility is that accidental cargo-drops or impacts of
rolling hatch-covers against supports and similar phenomena occur close to
fatigue cracks.

In order to obtain an idea about this, impact-tests with full-scale fatigue-
cracked specimens were carried out. The procedure consisted in subjecting the
specimens to a small static load at low temperature and submitting them to
].ight impact loads; when the specimens did not fracture the static load was
increased. The result of the investigation was that two out of four specimens
fractured at a load which was nearly one third of yield load. The other two
fractured at about 60% of yield load.

For acceptance testing and application of fracture mechanics, see part III.
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Fig.13. Ship fracture started at small fatigue-crack at about +4°C (47].
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Introduction to fracture mechanics

Most introductions on fracture mechanics start with
energy-approaches

The strain energy released at a unit extension of an
existing crack (e.g. extended by saw-cutting) is called
G. At the moment the released energybecomes larger
than .the energy the material close to the crack tip
can absorb (by deforming) an unstable fracture starts.
In other words: the strain energy release rate has
become critical (Ge); the resistance of the material to
crack extension was no longer sufficient. This resist-
ance - often called the fracture toughness is the same
as G.

G cT G 4 J

FRACTURE MECHANICS AND
FRACTURE CONTROL FOR SHIPS

It can be shown that

2b

rl

a(r, 0) = xf1 (a, b, etc.) xf2(r, 0)

J. .1 J.

load notch position of
geometry o(r, 0)

Stress intensity =j'3(r) xf4(0) =
parameter K

= xf4(0)
' 2irr

for 0=0 is

f(0) = I f2(i3O)

K

For a through-thickness notch in an infinite wide plate
is:

\í2ar v 2r

Fig. 34. The stiess intensity parameter K.

The use of K will be explained a little more. \Vheii a
tensile test is carried out with a ;daie as in heure 14.
K will rise in proportion 'Lo the load (K = r\'7a). a

long as no extensive yielding occurs. (Tlìh viIl be

discussed further on) \Vhen a liact nrc develops 1h;
nominal fracture stress iiiight be called the fracture

G =
E

(ç& 2
in which: o = nominal stress

a = half crack length
E = Young's modulus.

The foregoing has only been mentioned for the sake of
completeness. For there is a more simple way to attack
fracture problems by only looking to What happens at
the tip of a notch or crack.

But we should forget thinking aboût stress concen-
trations. They depend too much on the sharpness of
the notch and on the amount of plasticity occurring at
the notch'stip lt is much simpler to say: what happens
exactly at the tip is not feasible, but it is determined by
the state of stress and strain in the immediate vicinity
of the tip. When we are able to characterize that state
we have obtained a very efficient tool for solving crack
problems.

The stresses 0(r'O) near the crack-tip depend on:

I. The nominal stresses(o))a,,0=c1a;
2. The geometry and position of the crack.

For a centre-line through crack perpendicular to uni-
axial load stress (Fig. 14) craçk length 2a is the only
geometric parameter that counts.

J.t can be shown that a = c2'a.
When I and 2 are combined, the stress field around

th crack tipis completely dfined by o'a. Historically
has become usual and has been designated b)

K. (For other cracks, e.g..: part-thickness ones, instead

of -..'a other expressions are valid).
For pure eIasticproblems,where.Jineare!astic

fracture mechanics apply K suffices and 0r'O is not of
any interest. But in cases of small scale yielding we
need expressions for the size of the plastic zone, and
for this we need to know the actual stress distribution.
It can be shown that

K.,= .f(0)
I2irr

For

O = 0,f(0) 1 -
K



strength of the plate. But it is not a measure for the
fracture toughness of the plate-material. For with
another initial notch, a different fracture strength
would' have been found. Consequently fracture stress

''«is'nota-.mateÈiaI property as in the case of an un-
notched. bar. A good material property is ¡Ç, the K-
value at the moment of fracturing. For, one will
observe from the test résults that o'1Íira1 of the first
plate is equal to ita2 of the second one (a and a2
are the nominal stresses at fracture). In other words:
fracture develops when K reaches a critical value ¡Ç,
which is called the fracture toughness.

Nowadays K and ¡Ç have largely replaced G and
G mentioned in the beginning of the appendix, the
relation bet'een bothis K2 = E.G. (plane stress) or
K2 E.G./1 r2 (plane strain); see figure l5.1 a

SMALL PLASTIC ZONE; MATERIAL
AT CRACKTIP CANNOT CONTRACT
FREELYe BECAUSE IT IS SURROUNDED
BY NON-PLASTIC MATERIAL.

PLANE STRAIN

LARGE PLASTIC ZONE (t)
MATERIAL AT TIP CAN EASILY
CONTRACr FEOMt to t'

PLANE STRESS

Fig. 15. Plane strain and plane stress.

instead of K, the symbol K, is often used. Thc
subscript refers to fractures perpendicular to the
'notch plane like cleavage fractures iii the case of steel.
For ail materials the fracture toughness is a function
of thickness. The larger the thickness the smaller ¡Ç.
At a certain thickness ,a minimum ¡Ç is found which
is called K,: the plane strain fracture toughness. In
fact only this value is a' real material property. ('For
lower strength steels only at a particular temperature).
Apart from the large capacity 'for plastic deforming,
and Ihe temperature dependancy of mild steel, the
'strong influence on it of fabrication procedures like
cold forming, welding, flame cutting ¡s of utmost
significance. lt makes that K1-vahttes for unimpaired
parent metal have-little practical value (see figure 18).

Otie might' object that they 'could be useful for
estimating the crack-arresting ability of a stel. But
then another fact should be realized viz: the large'
dependcncy 'df K1 on loading speed. For crack
arresting only K,D-valtIes are of 'inteiés, (D = dy-
naniic), 'but ii mosteases the so called crack arrest

transition temperature has a greater practical value,

Correction for plasticity ' '

For most industrial materials the initiation of a crack
is preceded by more or less plastic deformation at the
crack tip.

As long as the plastic zone is 'small (in relation to
plate thickness) 'the stress state at the crack tip is
strongly triaxial (plane strain). Then the average yield
point in the plastic zone is about J3 xaYCId. The size
'of the plastic zone can be calculated by realizing that
at the ed'ge of that zone (at r = r, in Fig. 16) the stress
is'equal to the local yield point. But that isnot sufficient,
it should also be taken into account that in the elastic
(full line) and t'he elasto-plastic (dotted' line) situation
the stresses should be equivalent. It can be shown
that this results in a size of plastic zone S to be 'equal
to 2t,.( '5e

Etastic stress distribution

G-ry

Fig. 16. Plastic zone in planestrain condition

(o)'icni "3uynorrnai; fly ='yield point).

As said before, r can be calculated.

In
K=

'j2jrr,

one should substitute oJ3 for a, and r for r.

r. K2
(plane strain).

6ita,

For plane stress

K2arayry
22iro-.

In the plastic condition ihe stresses are cut off to the
level of the local yield point, but the strains keep
obeying more or less the formula: -

ECr =
\I2lrr

K
(ECr now replaces 0r).

Plastic stress
distribution



liiptana strain' condition
inpLane stress condition: 17y

Crack Length for
calculation of K.

Fig. 17. Virtual crack-length in presence of plastic zone.

Fracture becomes rather a consequence of exhausting
the capacity for deformation, than of surpassing a
certain critical stress-value.

K should be corrected for the presence of a plastic
zone. In figure 17 (from [7]) is illustrated that K is
larger than in the fully elastic condition, because a
notch with a plastic zone has a virtual crack length
larger than the notch's length - K =

The K-concept is of great value for fatigue-problems,
(see 1.3), and fracture problems of very high strength
materials. With steels of moderate strength fracture
practically always occurs at nominal stresses close to
or exceeding yield point. It will be clear that then the
K-concept has not any significance. lt should be
replaced by the C.O.D.-concept. C.O.D. = crack
opening displacement at the notch's tip; it is discussed
in section 2.6.

C.O.D.-,neasureinenls

The attractiveness of the C.O.D.-concept is that its
physical meaning is quite clear: it is the deformation
(extension) of the material at the tip of a notch or
crack. Wells [7] introduced this concept.

For lower strength steels of moderate thicknesses it
is much more realistic to specify required fracture
toughnesses in terms of critical C.O.D.'s than in terms
of K1 or G1. Thesç, s.tcels owe their structural useful-
ness mainly to tlìeif lare plastic deformability, so that
a ductility-requiremcr,t js a logical consequence.

As discussed 'before critical C.O.D.'s for these steels
should be in the order of magnitude of 0.2 to 0.4 mm.

Even for cracks as large as lOO mm in length, these
values can only occur at nominal stresses equal io 01.
larger than yield point.

This can be illustrated as follows (see Fig. 12).
For a crack with a plastic zone 2r, the virtual crack

length is about 2(a + ri).
Froni

¿ici \/U2 - X2=

the C.O.D. at crack tip can be calculated by sub-

Crack t.ngth
crack tip position

Fig 18. Relative importance of crack-length and crack position
in welded region. '( ', ¿.. wl- ' f. 9)

stituting a+r, for a and a for x

'C.O.D.=Jr+2a.r

when C.O.D. 0.4 and ci = 30 kg/mm2 - r = 35 mm.
When linear elastic fracture mechanics would be

valid for this situation, the nominal stress should be
equal to the one calculated from

2'aci '
ry =i (see appendix)

2o,

For a steel with a yield point of 35 kg/mm2 this leads to

I2r..a2 J2.35.352
= 41 kg/mm2a= /

a. 50

This is larger than yield point indeed, and linear elastic
fracture mechanics do certainly not apply.

For a C.O.D. of 0.3 mm, r,, = 22 mm and 33
kg/miii2. This is also too close to a for valid calcula-
tion results.

One disadvantage of C.O.D.Ç as a fracture criterion
is, that it is probably not independent of crack length.
For from C.O.D.

E
it can be seen that when ci o, the larger the crack,
the larger the C.O.D. at a certain size of plastic zone.
Now, as is known [7], the size of the plastic zolle (in
relation to plate thickness) is a measure for the stress
state in that plastic zojie, (r;. t - fully plane stress
(see Fig. 15)). Consequently the larger a crack the
larger the C.O. D. needed for plane stress.

Nevertheless, i n view of the many unknown fact ois
involved, and foi- cracks or defects between IO and
100 mm length, one single C.O. D-value will sullice.
It has the advantage that for very thick plates, \Vells
requirement of r;. / does not lead to unrealistically
high toughness values. A CO. D. of say 0.3 mm indeed
represents a quite satisfactory deformability. The
fact that it corresponds to a situation of plane strain
in very thick plates is not objectionable at all.

O1.c cZ.cLr

.Ç: <
'u ihìte,

» - S'2
It

1'r.Non-reaL part of the
stress-function in the
elastic region.



For a crack without a plastic zoneapplies

2x
E

A crack with a plastic zone has a virtual' length

a' a+ry

tipC.O.n

ry

Fig. 12. The COD. concept.

(I) Becomes:

/ ' 2ox = -- V(a+r7)x

For x =0 is

ox .= oiu -,

This results in:

4a= (a±.r,)

'a (3)
4g

sothe plastic zone can be calculated when O, has been.
measured..........

Substituting x = a in (2)

= C.O.D. = ! '/r,+2a'r,

(relation ô r,)

Substitution (3) in (4')

..C.O.D. =
(4a.a)2

(Relation C.O.D.
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2. The strain energy release rate G
Figure 19 is a model of a plate from which the strain energy release rate c
can be understood. As mentioned in I it is. the strain energy released when
an existing crack is extended one unit. When the springs are situated at
distances of one unit, f.i. 1 cm, the crack extension has the effect that at.
each crack tip an additional spring tries to open the crack.
The spring shortens, which means that strain energy is released. Other springs
pulling at the crack are also reduced in length. The total energy is used for
deforming the material at the crack tip. In other words for increasing the
C.O.D. and the plastic zone.
It should be realized that it does not make any difference whether the crack
extends by fracturing or by saw-cutting. For at the moment fracture occurs,
the deformation capacity (ductility) of the material at the crack tip is re-
duced to practically zero. Only the surface energy has to be overcome, which
- for steels - is small as compared to the energy previously used for plas-
tically deforining the crack-tip material. -

Relation between G and K (fig. 21)
Aa

c L j o .2 dr: K
Aa0 r r r

a becomes a + Aa; in the domain Aa is x a + r
Aa4 G-
¿ a..

Kwith o

2K2
Aa /(Aa-)- =

Yr.Aa.E ¿ Ir

Substitute Ir =
2 ¶/2

G 4. f v'\a(I - sin24).Aa cos.dAa Eir
()

K27'2 4K2 ir= 4-E.ir f cos2.d - --
o

4 K2
C

plane stress E

K2 C I-v2)
(For plane strain: 1

E

The energy released during enlarging the crack one cm, increases with crack
length.
At a certain moment this energy becomes larger than is necessary for cracking
another cm. In other words the strain energy release rate becomes larger than
the fracture toughness (in terms of energy). The strain energy release rate G
has become critical - Gc and equal to the fracture toughness.
At the same time the stress intensity factor K has become equal to K the
critical K or corresponding fracture toughness.
The determination of K and G by experiments often causes disappòintments.

orwithK=ciI -
ir.

E

I

¿la
r

EIG. 21

4<

2o /2 2n -1va -x

i



Structurai mteel is so tough that a precracked plate always fractures at
nominai -stress close to yield point. In the crack section, the matérial has
fully yielded , which means that the plastic zone has become (in-
finitely) large-.

Then the formulae K aí1raì and C areno longer valid. They may

only be used for plastic zones smaller than a. For at r = a., 0r has become

equal to o. (Follows from
0r = /2ir

and K = a/ra).

At very low temperatures steel becomes so brittle that valid K1 or C1 ex
V

C C

periments can be carried out. Then it becomes clear that they -aré real mate-
iial properties For it does not make any difference whether the plates have
small or- large cracks before testing. The product ofract .X /a will always be
the same.

Welding may spoil the properties of the material to such- an extent (see 3:
Practical cases), that the weld zone may fracture brittle at service tempér-
atures Shock loading can have the same effect (See chapter Brittle Fracture
and Fatigue). It may- -enia-rge.the yield point so much that the material cannot
deform plastically and fractures in an elastic manner. This is what happens
during brittle crack propagation.

Relation between G and C. O.D.

In. section 1 it -has been found:

- & . = C.0.D. = ir +2a-.r -

tip E y y

- =

- ír(r + 2-a)

- - - 4 /r(2-r + 2a)-

-with- K =o/lr(a -+- r) - -CO.D. =

Substitute r 2o + -C..0.D. aid with K2 E.G

C.0-.D.a4- y

The factor, i-s partly due to t-he approximation made, that- r + 2a 2r i- 2á.:

For greater r's changes. into :1,. - -- - - - - -

Burdekin and Stone /9/, /16/ have shown thát for the Dugdale-Nuskhelis-hvilli --

model"(f 1g. 20) the same app-lies for small r-values. (In tb-is-model the c-rack

i-s supposed to have a length (a+s) and surrounded by two- stress-fields, one
internai and one external, -consisting -of s-tresses a on t-he part S of the crack

From these considerations it follows tha-t

= -(C.O.D.)

.

is most likely.

(r < a)

(4)



3. Minimum required toughness

Irwin and Wells have stated that a material has sufficient fracture toughness
when it can deform so much at crack tips that the plane stress condition is
obtained.
In other words: the plastic zone S at the crack tip should become at least
two times the plate thickness (see fig. 15) before fracture starts.
The point is that when a material has not fractured in the dangerous plane
strain condition, it will be able to deform largely in the plane stress con-
dition. Either it fractures before S = 2t or it can only fracture at S » 2t.
For steel this fact is responsible for the rather abrupt transition from
brittle to ductile behaviour. For when it fractures at S < 2t at temperature
TI, a slight increase in temperature might bring the material at the crack
tip in the plane stress condition. Then it can fracture only at a much higher
load and corresponding S » 2t.

S = 2t can be translated into terms of C.O.D. for

K2 EG
Eo(C.O.D.)r=20-02= 21r0z

y y y

.9-

2iw .t

C.O.D. . - y
cnt. E

So, C.O.D. is not dependant on crack length and related to plate thick-

ness. The latter is less reasonable than it seems. For thick plates the
C.O.D.'s . become unrealistically large.cnt.
For 100 mm plate it is about I mm. In practice the critical values are in the
order of magnitude of 0.2 mm.

Apart from that S = 2t as separation between piane strain and plane stress is
too pessimistic, in /5/, /12/ and /13/ it has been found that S t is suf-
ficient.
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4 Brittle fracturé testing.
The most well-knOwn nd established test is Charpy-VnOtCh impact testing.
1n figure 1 its merits and shortcontingS are listed.
The value of the test may be improved by including fracture appearance, notch.

root contraction and by instrumentatiOn. But for weldcd joints with their
heterogeneous material structure the test will resalo inedequate cmd its r
suits will always be subject to cor.troverm3íal interpretations. Apert from
that there is little sense in doing tests of which the shortcomings have to
be corrected thoroughly when these shortcomings can easily be overcome by

improving the test itclf.
This does not mesan that Charpy-testing should be reecte corpletelY. Work

carried oo by mcml'ers of the I.I.W. Working Group 29k?: Rrittle fracture
ttts for weld mtal' // ham shown that for those C.mOeS where existing
C!trpy apecificationa cui eoslly be meet, and patQ thicknesses are below

35 nr. , mrc' ::ophint i atcd testing is not necrm...rv . :o;m ., v. 1 u.. h .

35 r/cn2 ¿it the iowor.t service tc'rpcl'..turn is oLtai mod ¿iL u-.. at . , .

welded joint thc 5tm'mcturo Wi 11 be afc. ny i. c-ìnclul.1 f, c. f ij»r . , . I

The S ¡;:s/cs2 Chumpy tranitiOfl te;r.craturu h,s bccn plottc. agsimst tle *'
trmnstion tcmpOratmJre obtained with a dyneeically )oedcd, sham p notc.ed
welded specimen of full plato thickness satisfying a raalisti.c ductility ,;
requiiet.ont.
The to-called °iblink' test nay be looked unos as a procedure in which
severe servjcc conditior.s are sleutated. As such it provides a good test-
case ter judging the reliability of tho Charpy-teer. It should lia observed Ç!
that the re:ults in the top lcft part of the figure presumably owe their
favóurahle position to the fact that they have st boon taken from the centre
cf the plate (half plate thickness). l'igure 3 shows the effect: only the
lowot values, which are for half-plate thickness, correspond to the Niblink
ones.
A basica]ly different test is the static C.O.D.-test. Thera is little corre-
ìaticr. between its results and Charpy-data; C.O.. -rsu1ts are often on the
optimistic sHe. This is quite logical and doce not invalidate the teat at
all for tutically (et' quasi-statically) loaded structures. (lost lower
strength steels ere Very SOflaitiVe to impact loading in presence of sharp
rotchos). The problem for the structural designers is whetitsr for instance
wave i000ct its a quasi-static or a dynemic phenomenon. tcasureiaent.s on a
'sism:.isg» ship have given support to the idea of quasi-static ]oading .

¡,ncther point is that apart from extersctì dynamic loading there is the pos- r
sibility of ister:al dynamic loading. in figure 5 sore cases are Indicated.
They ai) Live occurred in practice as well as in laboratories. The solutions
arc indicated in figure 6. Taking figurns 1, Li, 5 end 6 together it appears
that a sat realistic and practical way of testing is ftiguc loading at low
tomsperaturo. It cebraces static, cyclic nd dynamic loading, embrittlesent,
pop-in, heterogeneous choracter of welded joints and easiness of testing
and interpretation (see figuro 7).

a rai stOtIc C.O.D.-)oading also incorporates mhrittloîtest. ¡'or, for
welded joints the specimens bave to 5e corpressod en the sides in order to
eliminate the wel1ing stresses and facilitate the devecprsent of a small
fatigue-crack. The latter itself adds to the strain hardening at the tip of
thc crack. nevertheless pop-ins are hardly possible. The stipulated minimum
C.OJJ.-valucs require such high loads that practically always complete frac-
turcs dovelo?.
Ar.other thing is that precompressing is an unrealistic form of appreciable lli
damage of the metal. Figure 8 shows results of tests carried out is the Dol ft
Ship Structures Laboratory. A test program embracing multi-pass S.A. -welding
is underucy. ir can be seen that ir. the region of interest (C.0.D.'s between
0,2 and 0,3 rn) there may be a shift in permissible lo.ost service teTtperature
of sorte 15 C. hut the welding engineer is not only penalised by thin shift t
(as corr.pared te heat-treated structures). For, the critical C.0.D. thus found
s used ir. calculaticns of critical crack length with a stress-value equal to

the sum ef the load stresses and the tensile welding stresses. In other words
in e multi-run weld, the metal at half plate thickr,ess is spoiled by conpres-
sive deformation, deprived of its protective corpressive residual stresses
and calculatcd with non-existing tossile residual stresses in two respects:
critical length and fatigue-growth. Such a procedure loaves little of one
argument for C.0.D.-testirtg: "that a full-thickness weld is required because
it conforos best to service coditions".
Finally it should be observed that the utmost safety can only be obtained by
using steCìs which ere able to arrst brittle cracks at low service terrer-
¿t uros. That c'.on then sor-o problems are left is indicated in '_ f ' '3

j
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F!G.1 CHARPYV

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

CHEAP-
-WELL ESTABLISHED-
-WIDE EXPERIENCE -

SIMPLE PROCEDURE-

-SCREENING POSSIBLE-

zo
I-
'z

z

SUBSIZE (strcs state)
"MILD NOTCH" J (shcartip arca)

POSITION INFLUENCE-

INITIATION + PROPAGATION
MIXED-

RESULT ENERGY INSTEAD
OF DUCTILITY

CRACK PROPAGATES IN HIGHLY -

DEFORMED AND PARTLY
COMPRESSED MATERIAL-

HIGH SPEED LOADING

12-

10 -

ç
I

i ?

1'
ijTi1Il

Lll1
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i1iiHliIIlWii L

.1,.1..11'iTiïl"1
PL.6

'30°C

-X
C

.0 Top

© Half thickness
o Lower idc

Scatter bands

Test tonperture

io °c O °C

Fg.2 Irftucrice of heterogen&ty of mnuatly weLded ptate(St52;27mm)
on test results.



ccfC:< INITIATION TESTS

DISADVANTAGES OF CI-IARPY ELIMINATED IN:

1. STATIÇP.r)._TEST' tOYNAMIC NIBLINK-TEST

ODJECTION: LOW SPEED STRESSING. (stepwise incrosed drop-v'eight loading)
(cho.p cquipmnt and C0.D. measuring)f E(terrl or internal

dynamic phenomena occur
\ in practico.

BUT: WHAT IS THE PROCABILITY?

s tif f eners

3. DYNAMIC C.O.D.

defect

Simtar case 1 weld

(expensive equipment and C.O.D. recording)

BASIC PHILOSOPHY: 100% PREVENTION OF CRACK INITIATION IS POSSIBLE -

FIG. 4

'Ff0.5 INTCRIJAL CAUSES OF DYNAMIC LOADING: "POP-INk AT LOCALLY
EMBRITTLED 1401CM-TIPS.

a HOT-STRAINING EMBRITTLEMENT+ HIGH RESIDUAL STRESSES

(GREENE-WELLS E]

defects
weld

tip of defect may be
plastically deformed
by 2nd v'etd at
"ageing" temperatures.

b. FATIGUE-EM3RITTLEMENT 3J (plastic zones)

C. HOROGEN - EMBR ITTLEMENT

d a.+b. PROBAI3LY MOST DANGEROUS [3]; [13]
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694

UNRELIABLE: CHARPYTESTS L3J

li

FIG.G SOLUTIONS:

100% NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF WELD CROSSINGS.

WELD AND BASE METAL MUST BE ABLE TO ARREST
SHORT CRACKS.

FUNDAMENTAL TEST:

PELLINI DROP WEIGHT TEST

HANDICAPS:

NOT FOR THICK PLATES-
'COARSE GRAINED ZONES

IMPROVE BY BRITTLE WELDING-

3. APPLY: FATIGUE TESTING AT LOW TEMPERATURES.

FIG.9 BEST PHILOSOPHY: CRACI(-ARRESTING STEELS

REQUIRED: LARGE SCALE EXPERIMENTS (Robertson tong ptte)

GOOD It.!DICATION: DROP WEIGHT TEAR TESTS. FIG.7 FATIGUE TESTING AT 10W TEMPERATURES.

PROBLEMS: NOT COMPLETELY SAFE FOR TRANSVERSE WELDS
WHEN WELDING STRESSES CANNOT FORCE CRACKS
OUT 0F WELDED REGION:

INCASE OF POST WELD TREATFENT-
-HIGH FIEAT INPUT WELDING c3J -
NOMINAL STRESSES APPROACHING YIELD POINT-

notched
brittle weld

ADVANTAGES:

REALISTIC LOADING, NOTCH AND EMORITTLED ZONE

INCLUDES DYNAMI( POPINS
(brittle steps

RESUIT IS CRITICAL CRACK LENGTH

ocr. kcr or (nom.)cr

LARGE PART O SPECIMEN IS TESTED.

one initiation pointabout ten thousend
initiation points

(crack finds" point ol Lowest materiaL quaLity

6. BRITTLE STEP FORMING AT SMALL CRACK LENGTH
OCCURS AT NILDUCTILITYTEMPERATURE.

NO C.OED. MEASUREMENTS NOR PROBLEMS WITH
ROTATION POINT.
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lipgauge
160

360

Etectrostag con sumabte nozzle weld
Length of welds =500mm
C.O.D. = 0,65x (clipgauge value) ;
(verified by additional measurements).

16°

direction of
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75 0,6

-

wth:1 i n g

3mm fatigUe èrack ' 0,5

10 mm sawcut

0,1

I I

-12° -8°

Location of notches
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=
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direction of welding
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----.-...------' ri,, aI.& 1 11 lI_lI I II%I

pr compressed
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notch tips reverse to weld direction /pr4compressed

notch tips in weld direction
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7
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average of 5 and 6
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Test temperature (°C
I I i I

o o o
+4 +8 +12 +16

= 360 N/mm2

Mn.
Si.

N

- 1 .1
o o o o

+20 +24 +28 +32

$equence of treatment .'

AU specimens heated to 625 °C (cooled ¡n quiet air)..
Pre'compression of 6 specimens, (5 spedmens not pre'compressed).

AU specimens notched and fatigue-loaded up to 3mm cracklength.
(Pmin /'max. = O ; 7et sectión =

C.0.D.- testing.

0/+220 N/mm2).

Base
metal

Wet d

metal

0,1:9 0,15
1,35 1,24
Q,34 0,46

0,006 0,012
0,019 Q,Q22.

0,024 0,011
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1 General

Cracks in ships are either fatigue-cracks or brittle
cracks.

Fatigue-cracks are most common but the danger
involved is small.

Brittle cracks are very scarce nowadays, but when
they occur, the ship obviously is in danger.

Both-types of cracks generally start at defects due
to welding or flame cutting especially when these
defects are situated at geometrical stress concentrations.

1.1 Defects

in ships with their enormous amounts of welds in
between 10 and 1000 km in length, weld defects can
never be completely avoided, despite intense non-
destructive control.

The most important defects are under-cuts, lack of
fusion, slag-inclusions, incomplete penetration and
cracks in welds and heat-affected zones. (Fig. 5).

In principle one can achieve that not any defect will
develop into a large brittle fracture. For this, it is
necessary that proper weld and parent materials are

chosen and welding methods are avoided, which
excessively destroy the originally sound parent material
in a relatively extended zone. Even the mere use of parent
material of such high quality that any eventual brittle
crack will be arrested, is mostly completely satisfactory.
Then the quality of the welds and the H.A. Zones
would be of secondary importance from a safety-point
of view, and this could lead to substantial reductions
in cost of welding, production and quality control.
Unfortunately when high heat input-welding methods
like one pass submerged-arc, electrogas or electroslag-
welding is applied, eventual cracks starting in the
welds or heat-affected zones, are not always leaving
the welded region under the influence of the res,rlual
welding stresses, as is the case with multipass-welding.
(See 1.2).

1.2 Residual stresses

The stress field set up with high heat input welding
has a much smaller gradient than the one created by
low heat input welding, (Fig. I). Due to that the shear
stresses in planes parallel to the weld are also smaller,

In.
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_Evwttuat
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2a.

,
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Cioad I-c

rig. 2c..
Largest mainustress -deviates a-

with--loading-stresses.

Làad

Cjod

HIGH HEAT-INPUT

.a
stress

:Fig. 2b.

hrn.
Ires cioad

L

1Load

Fig. 2d.
Largest -main- stress nearly.in
line -With- loadingstresscsi(a
small).

and so are the -corresponding i-i oriial- stresses, of which
the direction.dilîers 45° from the weld line.

As -fracture- will, always develop in a direction?per-'-
pendicular to -the main tensile stress, it will deviate
more from the weld line, the higher theshear stresses be.

In figures 2a and 2b the stress situation for a small
element situated in the, H.A.Z. is indicated; an estimate
of the angle -between the load stresses (nominal
stresses) and the main tensile stresses is made in fig. 2e-
and 2d. It should -be reminded that -t-he shear stresses
tres can only exist when the residual tensile stresses
'(Ores) also vary along the weld line. This is valid for
hand-welding with many stops and starts, but -far kss
true for automatic and semi-automatic - -welding,

especially with welds made in one pass. -

Residual stresses have often been blamed for causing
brittle fracture. This was right for ships constructed
duringand shortly after World War il, when low-stress
brittle -fracturès were very common and the steel- was
often not good en6ugh to arrest t-hein. But nowadays
residual stresses arc rather beneficiaL The ships' -steel

so much better than formerly, that eventutl cracks
started' in a weld or H.A.Z are most!y arrested in -the
parent plate before attaining a -critical length.

Sction weakened by s/t.

Fig. 5. Main weld defects.

- lt-is unfortunate that in the specifications of steels
- reliable crack arrest tests are not required. The desired
'properties are now more or less obtained by requiring
certain Charpy-energies at certain temperatures. The
correlation between these transition temperatures and -

the Robertson crack arrest tèmperatùre ¡s; not 'only
-poor, (the latter is on the averagesome 40°C higher-
than the' 3.5 kgm/cm2 'Charpy temperature), but the
scatter -isalso'large.- For individual- steels -the'differênce
between 3.5 -kgmfcrti2 Charpy- and Ròbertson crack.
arrest temperature can be -0°C to 80°C. (See Fig'. 7,
obtained 'from [2] by Drs. 'H. C. van Elst). This (loes
not mean that the Cha rpy-test has no use anymore"in
this respect. Verbraa-k and- \'an Elst have already long --

ago prupagandizéd to -use it- --for quality control, of'
steels with' specific composition; made according to a
fixed procedure. For such a well defined case, the
relation' between the Robertson crack-arrest temper-
ature and for instance the Charpy-energy,at- that tern-
perature shows little-scatter and can be used for quality
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i
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IncompLete
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&ine stress
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-20 2 b 6 8b

3,Skgrn/cm2 (20ft,tbs) Char,py-V temperature (°c)

Fig. 7. Relation between 20 ft. lbs. charpytransition tempera-
-

-- turc and crack-arrcst temperature (,Van 'EIst [2]).



High heat input tteldiizg

There are however some points which need special
attention. Firstly again the case of high heat input
welds. It is very s'elI possible, and demonstrated in
[1], that fatigue-cracks propagate completely in the
weld or H.A.Z. (see Fig. 4). In the case considered a
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'1170 'C 5 120 'C

25 3 35

70 60 50 40 30
TEST TEMPERATURE (°C)

3 mm vide (or narrow!) coarse grained zone existed
of very poor notch toughness along an E.G.-weld in a
34 mm plate. Notwithstanding the narrowness of
this zone, high stress-low cycle fatigue cracks indeed
propagated in that zone over quite a distance (up to
120 mm). The large danger involved can be appreciated
when it is known that the fatigue-crack "jumped" forth
in a brittle way over a small distance several times
(5-10 mm) before it finally developed into a complete
brittle fracture which also ran all along the weld line!
The test-temperature was 200C, the nominal fracture
stress 24 kg/mm2. The steel was extremely good (E-
quality), as is obvious from the Charpy \' notch.-

r7020 'C --------ø-PCA21TEi.LRATuRE

I I 5.- CS'AN TO
flJslOtJilIC C,,,,,)

Fig. 3a. Extreme grain coarsening in H.A.Z. of E.G.-welded fine grain steel, (Nb-containing normalised).

28

24

PI ATCHAT ER'J.L

..- Ptate material
(unaffected).

J5mrn(5OOC)

T1te diutancea from V2.notch
to fu,ion line and the peak
temperature at that place
during welding are ndlcatd
at the curves.

e6.t

- -- j0çnm, ,,.--- Cri wel. ...
..-

-20 10 0

Fig. 3b. Charpy V values of the HAZ., St. 52±Nh (thickness: 34 mm) and the E.G.-weld [5].

Q
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+10 +20 +25



energy which was 16 kgm/cni2 at 60°C! The reduc-
tion in quality in the H.A.Z. due to the high heat
input of the E.G.-welding is shown in Iìgurcs 3a and
3b. The crack paths are shown in figure 4.

in terms of "safe" temperature the steel has been
spoiled nearly 100°C. Similar dangerous situations
can also occur with more normal welding methods
- especially when the number of passes is not very1

high or when one side butt welding has been applied.
Figure 5 shows some examples.

FRACTURE SURFACE-TI
V\V'\ \

I i US!ON-LINE I

L JJ

D

FRACIURE SURFAcE-

NOTCH 2'b

FRACTURE SUREPTh

V') \'I t FSJSIOU-LINE I lEG-WELD.J il) LLij j i

NOTCH

NOTCH

n.'.

IDETAIL

.
-

SA.

ARRESTED

S
WELD)

FRACTURE SUPFACE

It will be clear, that cracks developing at the points
of incomplete penetration will not easily leave that
vertical plane, as long as the cross-section remains
reduced by that lack of penetration. A similar situation
may occur at undercuts and long lacks of fusion,
(Fig. 5).

It is evident that transverse butt welds in ship decks,
sides and bottom are more critical in this respect than
longitudinal butt welds. But generally speaking only
really long defects are dangerous. M Ost of the standards
and specifications as to defects are tòo pessimistic. On
the other hand it is well recognized that these specifica-
t ions have mainly the purpose of guaranteeing a satis-
factory level of workmanship, thus having a function
in quality control which of course can never be dis-
pensed with.

NOTCH 2'a

FIG NT.

1JEìLffl ) D )) )uNDj ) )) )

Fig. 4. Crack paths in E.G-welded axially loaded plates. (For specimen see figure 8).

FRACTURE PIANE
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NOTCH. 2e1121

FIG NT.
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Figure 10 is a good illustration of the usefulness ofthe
C.O.D.-concept. There is a clear separation between
the "bad" and "good" results, which contrasts sharply
with figure 9. The figure however demonstrates also
how important welding parameters may be, and that
these may completely overshadow the influence of
other-parameters like crack length. This has already
been discussed before -as far a the position 'of the
cracks relative to the-fusion line concerns. But in this
final section ilie attention is drawn to such an apparent-

THICK' fo,,,,. ' ' ' ' ..
WELDS ® ® AND ELECTROGAS. WELDS H 31,o,, PLATES AND ELF:cTRo siso
WELD ® SUBMERGED-ARC WELD.
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Er

arc welding. The distance between the notch ana tne
S.A.-weld was so small that the material at the notch
tip during the S.A-welding was strained plastically to
and fro al a .temeratiirebetween 300 and 500°C. This

caused hot straining embrittlement, which once more
reduced the quality of the H.A.Z. 'at the lip concerned
appreciably. (Greene-Wells' embrittlement).

A similar effect may occur at weld defects close to
weld-crossing (Fig.. 13). The transition temperature of
t.he.transverse (first) weld çan be increased some 60°C,

when the defect is at a critical distance from the
(second) longitudinal weld.
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The unfoi-tunate dilemma for the structural engineer
is, that good engineering practice is a welding sequence
as indicated in figure 13. 'For then, there is the smallest
chance that weld defects, occur. But whenever they

'occur, th situation may be .far more dangerous than
when defects are present in a lasi made transverse weld.
For cases like the former, two solutions are. available:

Non destructive testing of all weld crossings, (also
where stiffeners cross butt-welds).
Require that the weld metal and H.A.Z. have a

transition
tempera tute

as high as the.
plate materiali

Fig 13. Defect at weld crossing.
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Fig. i Fbi surfoceri notch, in twa-d iuncnsiionsl deFcurrnn.
lion field (all ciresss depecurl only ort x cutid ¡u). I' ¡mi t'un','
curve surrour,din lite- rioichu tip; t' denotes the curved
notch lip.

Path Ir.dopendent J Integral. Cuomislilet a huoumtu,gi_-tteous bitchy uf
Jutent or nonliutes; clasl-ie niatrimial free of hotly forces tind sub-
jeci ed to a- t.wo-dimneiie'iomial dcfouinat-ioìm .iìelcl (piatta si lieti, gen-
cialized plane sirrias, rititp!ane st.rahi ) si that all aireases Cr0 de-
peuud only ott lizo C:urtesiaui eoordiuiat;es:r.t( z) aiuti Z( y).
Sii1 tOSC i lie bu dy COil tttiilS a miei cii nf tu i type shit i n Fig. 1,
I lavi mug (Ivi t sumitices patti hiel to i-lie x-:i::is :t n ti a rot itt dccl ti p dc-
lloica1 b tIte aun l'. A straight etack is a limiting case. Define
tite stlutitl-emieugv density li' by

IV = Ji(.c, y) =
= J'

O,'fJC1,

tilinte c = [e] is lite iufinitesimnai strain tensor. Now consider
the insutgual J defined 1w

('f. òu
i I il (tif - (1$ -Ji-\ - Ox

Iliac F is a curve suimuouiidimtg tite uuvii.ch tip, the iittegtaI heiiig
eva liii tied in tu cot it tut eh iakw se sei tse SItu r tin g front lime lowei Il at
ito tclì su i rl a ce a 0d ccii t.i n ti in g aiotmg l-lic pa iii r tui i lue IiI)l)ci flat
sum) f s ile, t otte huit vector debuted according to tIte out.-
tratti n ounìal dong 1", i', . u is the displacement vector,
autd ils is ail cienuemi L of ate length tilomig F. To p;ove pth mdc-
pendent, consider :tmiy closed curve F ciit:loaing ami area A * iii a

(2)

.1 IjiiC 'iii1et'raí 'is exliilij/c-tI to/tic/i huis I/ic Sil/lic i'eiucfor ali pit/ks rurrou;J.(ling 1/te lip (f
(1 ito/cIt j. //itt lid'O-(IifliCilSjQ!t,ii sir (1t;l (ic/i. f ito elastic or r/eforìiicilion-lype c/islic-plasiic
iiiü.tctrictl. JI ppr(upïiiztc 'iimltlgrtstio,,. palis clmi(:cs serie bolli. Io relate lite' inlc-i«al lo tini
licor tip deformations t'ind, io. ninny coses, lo permit ils direct em'aluation.. Titis averaged
nmcasure of I/ic near lip field laids to approximate solutions for several strain.conccu.tra-
liait probienis. contained perfect i-,' plastic deformation near a. crack lip is a.tmiyzcd for
tue pio tic-strain CUSC willi i/ic aid of tite slip-line theory. Near lip stresses (tre shown lo
be signifìca'nlly eleva/ed by hydrostatic tension, and a strain- singularity result-s varying
inversely with distance frutti 1/ic tip in. ecu/cred fan regions aboie and. below flic tip.

Ii

il ppro.vi'nma.Ie estima/es cire given for I/ic sfra in -intensity, plastic zone size, and crack 1i
opcni-rg displacement, a-nd ¡he importa nl. role of large geometry changes in crotch blunting
is no/cd. A not/icr application leads to a general solution far crack tip separations 'iii.
lite Barcnblatl-Dugdale. crack -model. -i proof follows on 1/le equivalence o,f 1/ic

Grif/illi energy hala ncc und coites-jite force theories of elastic brittle fracture, and hardening
bch,-ti'ior is i,icludcd iii. a. model for !ti ne-stress yistlding. il tini application, leads
lo approximate esliniales of sit-ale concentraI-ions at snwotI-cnded mtolclt lips in elastic
and claslic-plaslic ntntcriais.


